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June is always a busy month in the FMJ calendar. The focal
point is the Facilities Show where there is the opportunity
to catch up with a host of FM people in one place. It’ll be a
particularly signiﬁcant event this year given the act that
there is so much happening in the facilities management
sector; from major changes within its key institutes to the
repercussions of the Carillion collapse on outsourcing services.

I

n this issue, both RICS/IFMA and the BIFM spell out the choice their
members will have in the future from their representative associations.
BIFM members have the rest of June to decide on the direction they
want their institute to go, and specifically, whether they agree with the
BIFM Board’s recommendation that the Institute changes its name from
the British Institute of Facilities Management (BIFM), to the Institute
of Workplace and Facilities Management (IWFM) and begin the path to
attaining chartered body status.
Meanwhile IFMA has approved a petition for the formation of a regional
chapter within the UK which has been proposed due to the success of the
global IFMA collaboration with the RICS over the past year. IFMA members
have been invited to register with the new chapter which is planning its first
meeting in June.
The associations to their credit, have not shied away from the Carillion
debacle either. As you’ll read in the review of last month’s ThinkFM conference,
the BIFM discussed the implications of the outsourcing giant’s collapse, which
included putting together a group of senior FM people for their views on how
the outsourcing sector can address the issues around procurement that have
fuelled unsustainable business practices.
And at the end of this month RICS intends to do something similar when –
under the title of FM: A Risky Business? The RICS annual FM conference, held in
partnership with IFMA, will look at the best possible approaches to mitigating
risk to promote exemplary standards in the sector.
As always, we’d welcome your feedback about any aspect of the magazine,
together with your insight into what’s happening in the FM sector.

 sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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 Next Edition
In next month’s issue, we report from the latest
Quora Smartworking Summit which features world
class speakers, including Sir Richard Branson, Lord
Tim Clement Jones CBE, Deborah Lee and Steven
Boyd MBE who will be debating the changing nature
of work and the far-reaching implications of AI in
the workplace. We take a look at the growing trends
in storage, from offering bespoke bicycle storage
and change room facilities to ensuring that agile
workers have access to their belongings where
ever they work. And we’ll present the key findings
of our major research project into waste and
recycling management, carried out with Grundon,
which reveals how FMs approach one of the most
challenging areas of their jobs.
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LEGAL VIEW
GDPR – A STEP CHANGE IN
DATA PROTECTION
David Sharp, Managing Director,
International Workplace
Anyone with an inbox will have heard about the GDPR, and
how companies are making changes to the ways in which they
handle data.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into
eﬀect on 25 May 2018, replacing previous data protection
legislation. It originates from Europe and has been translated
into UK law via the Data Protection Bill.
The new legislation takes into account how easy it is for our
personal data to be shared and processed and ensures that as
data subjects we are fully aware how organisations are using
our data, what they do with it, and who might be seeing it. For
organisations, it strengthens current data protection law and
brings the processing of personal data considerations to the
fore.
The GDPR also seeks to harmonise data protection legislation
across Europe to help businesses work together and share a
common awareness of how personal data should be used.
GDPR applies to all companies processing the personal data
of data subjects living in the European Union (EU), regardless
of where the company is based. The GDPR applies whenever
personal data is processed by data controllers and data
processors in the EU, regardless of whether the processing
takes place in the EU or not. It applies to the processing of
personal data of data subjects in the EU by organisations not
established in the EU, where the activities relate to oﬀering
goods or services to EU citizens.
Other changes include:
Consent – clear and explicit. In order to process personal data,
organisations will need to comply with stricter conditions
relating to people giving consent to have their data processed.
Breach notiﬁcation Organisations need to notify the
Information Commissioner’s Oﬃce (ICO) of a data protection
breach where it is likely to ‘result in a risk for the rights and
freedoms of individuals’. This must be done within 72 hours of
ﬁrst having become aware of the breach. Data processors are
also required to notify their customers, the controllers, ‘without
undue delay’ after ﬁrst becoming aware of a data breach.
Right to access – Data subjects have the right to ﬁnd out
whether their personal data is being processed, where and why.
Right to be forgotten – Allows the data subject to tell the data
controller to delete their personal data, stop their data being
distributed further, and potentially have third parties stop
processing the data.
Data portability – This is the right for a data subject to receive
their personal data, which they have previously provided to
one company, and use it to be shared with another company.
For example - music streaming services, where data subjects
potentially access the details of their old playlists/songs/albums
so that they can access or be reminded of them in a diﬀerent
streaming service.
Privacy by design – This means those designing systems need
to consider data protection right from that point, rather than
later on in the process so that risks are identiﬁed beforehand.
The GDPR brings with it greater ﬁnes for non-compliance.
Organisations in breach of the GDPR can be ﬁned up to four
per cent of annual global turnover or €20m (whichever is
greater). This is the maximum ﬁne that can be applied for
the most serious cases, such as when there is no customer
consent to process data. There is a tiered approach to ﬁnes, so a
company can be ﬁned two per cent for not having their records
in order, not notifying the ICO and data subject about a breach
of data processing, or not conducting a data privacy impact
assessment. It is important to note that these rules apply to
both controllers and processors, which means that personal
data stored in ‘the cloud’ will not be exempt from the GDPR.
https://bit.ly/2xwJWjm
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ATALIAN AND SERVEST MERGER
ALREADY ON THE ACQUISITION TRAIL

F

ollowing the creation of a joint venture in 2016, international facilities
services companies, Atalian and Servest, have merged to form Atalian Servest,
one of the world’s largest FM outsourcing companies.
In their short time together, the new organisation, which has a turnover of €3 billion,
employs more than 125,000 people worldwide and operates in 33 countries across
four continents, has already undertaken a double acquisition.
The global facilities management service provider has strengthened its offering in
the contract catering sector through
the acquisition of Unique Catering and
Management Services Limited.
Established in 2000, Unique
Catering provides fully managed staff
restaurants, deli bars, vending and
hospitality services. The acquisition
brings sites in the commercial, retail,
leisure and manufacturing sectors
to Atalian Servest. Following the
success of Atalian Servest’s B&I brand Angel Hill Food Co. and in-house coffee brand
Groundhouse, the expertise and support from the Unique team will enable the FM
company to continue developing into new markets.
The Group has also bolstered its service offering under the Arthur Mckay building
services group by acquiring Thermotech Solutions Limited, a provider of active fire
protection systems, HVAC and mechanical services.
Thermotech Solutions delivers design, installation and maintenance services to
an established blue-chip client base operating across the UK. The acquisition will
increase Atalian Servest’s footprint in the retail, commercial, industrial, residential
and public sectors. In addition, it will enable the organisation to provide a critical
self-delivered solution in the rapidly expanding fire protection sector to its growing
European client base.

RISKY TIMES TO BE ADDRESSED AT
RICS FLAGSHIP FM CONFERENCE

B

ack with a renewed focus on the evolution of the $1 trillion global FM
profession in an increasingly digitalised world, the RICS Strategic Facility
Management Conference returns to London on 27 June.
Under the title of FM: A Risky Business? the event, held in partnership with IFMA,
will seek to achieve consensus on best practice approaches to identifying and
mitigating risk in the wake of recent, high-profile developments in the sector.
The UK’s ongoing negotiations to leave the EU, advances in smart technology, and
questions around ‘outsourcing’
models of service following
corporate collapse – have all
influenced this year’s agenda.
Key sessions are set to cover
procurement and accounting
practices, as well as financial,
cyber and reputational risk
management. Plus, Danny
Lemon, General Manager of
The Shard, will provide insight on the rewarding task of managing the UK’s tallest
building.
The conference also brings together some of the industry’s most respected
practitioners and high-value clients for a CEO roundtable to discuss the future
direction and vision for the FM profession in the 21st century. Those joining the
panel include Chris Kenneally, Group Chief Executive Officer of Cordant Group, Ross
Abate, Group MD at Mace Macro and Ian Townsend, Group Director of Facilities
Management at Capita Corporate Real Estate.
Places for this one-day conference are still available. View the full programme and
find booking information by visiting https://bit.ly/2LMUu0Y
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New group structure and
brand identity at CH&CO
CH&CO Group has launched a
simpliﬁed group structure that
will operate across the UK under
the name CH&CO and created a
new, brand identity to deﬁne the
business.
CH&CO will continue to operate
in the same marketplaces it always
has, but its 20+ brands are to be
replaced with deﬁned operating
sectors: CH&CO Workplaces; CH&CO
Destinations; CH&CO Venues;
CH&CO Events; CH&CO Education;
and CH&CO Livery.
A small group of endorsed brands
will continue to operate where the
unique nature of their marketplace
dictates. These include Principals by
CH&CO and ABsolutely by CH&CO;
both specialist companies within
the State catering sector. The
Brookwood Partnership will become
CH&CO Independent Education later
this year.
From June 2018, all new business
will be bid for under the new
branding. It is planned that
following consultation with clients,
existing business will transition to
the new branding by October 2018.

New report reveals green
building makes business
sense
The World Green Building Council
has launched a new report
highlighting tangible economic
beneﬁts of green building and
showcasing improved occupant
satisfaction when companies
implement new health, wellbeing
and productivity features in existing
green structures.
Doing Right by Planet and People:
The Business Case for Health
and Wellbeing in Green Building
examines case studies of 11 facilities
around the globe that have one or
more green certiﬁcations including
LEED, Green Star and BREEAM.
The report evaluates health and
wellbeing features that were
integrated into the facilities, such
as: enhanced fresh air ventilation,
acoustic privacy, increase of daylight
penetration and use of biophilic
design elements such as green walls
and extensive indoor plants.
After adding health and wellbeing
features into green-certiﬁed
buildings, companies found that
employee absenteeism was reduced,
operating costs were minimised, and
employees felt more productive and
healthier.

CARILLION ‘RIPPED OFF
SUPPLIERS’ FINDS DAMNING

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
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PARLIAMENTARY REPORT 19-21 JUNE 2018
www.facilitiesshow.com

26 JUNE 2018

C

arillion used its suppliers to “prop up a failing business
model” is the damning conclusion of two influential
Parliamentary committees, which ahead of the launch of
the final report of their inquiry into the collapse of Carillion
has published evidence from Santander, the bank which
operated Carillion’s Early Payment Facility.
“Carillion displayed utter contempt for its suppliers, many
of them the small businesses that are the lifeblood of the UK’s
economy.” said Frank Field MP, Chair of the Work and Pensions
Committee, which along with BEIS Committees are looking
into the collapse of the construction and facilities group.
He added: “The company used its suppliers as a line of credit
to shore up its fragile balance sheet, then in another of its
accounting tricks ‘reclassified’ this borrowing to hide the true
extent of its massive debt.”
Despite being signatories of the Prompt Payment Code,
Carillion were “notorious late payers” who forced standard
payment terms of 120 days on its suppliers. The EPF—also
known as “reverse factoring” and “supply chain financing”—
allowed suppliers to be paid earlier: at the price of taking a
discounted payment.
Two major credit ratings agencies, Moody’s and Standard &
Poor’s, have claimed that Carillion’s accounting for their EPF
concealed its true level of borrowing from financial creditors.
They argue the EPF structure meant Carillion had a financial
liability to the banks that should have been presented in the
annual account as “borrowing”. Instead Carillion choose to
present these as liabilities to “other creditors”. Moody claims
that as much as £498 million was misclassified as a result.
RICS is hosting a special debate on the Carillion collapse,
taking place at Facilities Show this month and is inviting
people to join the conversation. To join the debate please visit
https://ubm.io/2J30rsZ

BIFM ACTS ON FIRE SAFETY ACCREDITATION
BIFM has announced plans to develop a new certified
accreditation and a suite of training for FMs in charge of
life safety in buildings.
Responding to Building a Safer Future, the final report
by Dame Judith Hackitt, the Institute plans to ensure that
FMs have access to training and professional development
that can certify their competency to uphold the highest
standards of life safety in the buildings they manage.
Following the Report’s call for continued collaboration
on competency building between professional bodies,
towards an overarching framework, the BIFM has said it
is “keen to work with other bodies representing the built
environment to ensure a joined-up response”.

The Public Sector Show 2018
ExCel London
www.psshow.co.uk

27 JUNE 2018

RICS Strategic Facility Management
Conference
etc.venues Victoria, London
https://bit.ly/2LMUu0Y

02-03 JULY 2018

FM Forum
The Principal Manchester
www.facilitiesmanagementforum.co.uk

11-13 SEPTEMBER 2018
RWM 2018
NEC, Birmingham
www.rwmexhibition.com

12-13 SEPTEMBER 2018

Facilities Scotland (Scotland Works)
SEC, Glasgow
www.scotlandworks.com/Scotlandworks

23-25 SEPTEMBER 2018
FM EXPO
Dubai World Trade Centre
www.fm-expo.com

09-11 OCTOBER 2018
UK Construction Week 2018
NEC, Birmingham
www.ukconstructionweek.com

15 OCTOBER 2018

BIFM Awards 2018
Grosvenor House Hotel, London
www.bifm.org.uk

27-28 NOVEMBER 2018
CIBSE Build2Perform Live
Olympia, London
www.build2perform.co.uk
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

A NEW CHAPTER
IFMA has approved a petition for the formation
of a regional chapter within the UK. Why?

IFMA has more than 500 professional members
in the UK who deserve access to the benefits and
opportunities that come from belonging to a local
chapter which have not been available to them
since the decertification of the previous UK chapter
in 2006.
What happened to that?
The IFMA UK chapter was transferred to the
BIFM under a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) in 2006 and was rebranded by the BIFM
as its International Special Interest Group (ISIG).
However, the MOU lapsed and BIFM members are
no longer able to access IFMA member benefits as
they used to. Although the ISIG does good work, it
is no longer structured in the way the chapter was,
and now operates completely within the BIFM. The
petition seeking approval for the re-establishment
of a chapter in the UK recognised that there was
a growing demand from the UK membership to
participate in local activities such as networking
events.
When did conversations about a revived UKbased chapter first begin?
The success of the global IFMA collaboration with
the RICS was the catalyst for renewed interest in
the formation of a new IFMA chapter in the UK.
Discussions have been going on among a large
group of senior professionals over the last year
about the best way to engage our UK members in
that conversation.
What are the chapter’s aspirations?
We will use the capabilities and assets of the
oldest, largest and most established professional

organisation in FM to advance and promote the
profession in the UK. The chapter will provide
representation, knowledge and support with
access to IFMA’s resources, including IFMA’s curated
Knowledge Library, the recent FM Framework
Report and the Career Compass (available
through fm.training) through a programme of
education, advocacy, international networking and
collaboration with other associations.
How will the chapter, in collaboration with the
RICS, better support FM professionals in the UK?
With the RICS being headquartered in the UK,
we will be uniquely positioned to leverage the
benefits of the successful collaboration between
two global institutions. We will continue to work
closely with the RICS FM Group to develop a
valuable proposition for UK professionals from
both organisations, including further professional
guidance documents and the development of the
Workplace Evolutionaries programme in the UK.
How does the chapter plan to maximise the
IFMA-RICS collaboration?
In every way we can. These are two long
established global institutions with enormous
knowledge banks, assets and resources that we
will have access to, such as professional guidance
documents. Both are wholly and jointly committed
to advancing the FM profession and we are excited
to be a part of that collaboration.
Does IFMA in the UK plan to collaborate with
the BIFM?
We believe that collaboration and integration are
fundamental to the practice of facility management
and will work with any organisation that supports
the advancement of the profession as IFMA does.

How are you engaging the FM community in
order to ensure the chapter addresses the needs
of the profession?
We are currently surveying IFMA’s UK members
to identify their immediate needs and are talking
with volunteers and sponsors as we develop a new
strategic programme for the chapter.
Why should FMs sign up to IFMA?
IFMA has always attracted facility managers from
the UK who have an international role, who work
for global businesses or who want to take a more
world-wide perspective because of the extent of
its professional networks, chapters and councils
around the globe. Now, with the emergence of a
truly global FM community (complete with new
ISO standards), FM professionals with a more
local focus are also recognising the advantages
of belonging to a global association. They join a
global network of facility professionals with access
to the IFMA credentials and extensive knowledge
base. The opportunity to network locally with likeminded professionals will now also be available to
our UK members.
How much will it cost per annum to be a chapter
member?
There is an annual fee of US$68 dollars (circa
£50) for IFMA members to belong to the chapter,
in addition to their basic IFMA membership
subscription of US$209 (c.£154) and US$129 for
professionals under 35 (c.£95).
What’s next?
We are now inviting IFMA members to register
with the new chapter and are planning a chapter
meeting in June. More details will be released on
this soon.

PROFESSIONALISING A PROFESSIONAL BODY
Pro·fes·sion·al·ise. To
make professional. To give
(an occupation, activity,
or group) professional
qualities.
When you reach a major
milestone, it can be as
BIFM CEO, Linda Hausmanis
instructive to reflect back as
it is important to focus forward, so as we prepare
to take the Institute in a new direction, I’ve been
indulging in a bit of looking back. I’m glad I have.
I’ve realised that BIFM has come a long way in the
25 years since the Institute of Facilities Management
and the Association of Facilities Managers got
together in 1993 to form a small community of
professionals, as FM began to be better defined and
opportunities for career progression and sharing
best practice at home and abroad opened up.
Of course, we’ve faced some challenges, or as
8
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some would have it “a mix of ups and downs”, but
which organisation hasn’t? But I am sure that even
our toughest critical friends would acknowledge
that today we’re solvent, stable and resilient;
that we’ve learned from the past and fortified our
foundations ready for expansion and growth.
Last year we focussed on becoming a truly
customer centric organisation. We set and met
four strategic priorities to support our sustained
growth and development, ensuring we are fit and
capable to represent and develop the FM industry
and its people. We established a new policy arm
and increased our research outputs, which have
been widely welcomed by members; we reviewed
our governance structure and strengthened the
team; and we installed a new customer relationship
management system to boost our responsiveness.
This year we’ve been looking at how we can raise
the profile and status of FMs and how best to drive

our profession forward to help everybody in FM,
whether the “industry” or individual FMs, to do their
jobs better to the benefit of FM and wider society.
We’ve looked inside and out, at the challengers
and disrupters shaping our operating environment.
They are many. The increasing commoditisation of
FM and a continued focus on price on the one hand;
while on the other the entry of radical new players
speaking the language of workplace.
We are keen to go further in our
professionalisation, but we’re far from complacent.
Whatever our members decide when they vote on
a new name next month, we will continue with our
intention and preparations to apply for chartered
body status and the opportunity to provide
standalone recognition for our profession. This will
have clear advantages for those already in FM and
will have a huge impact when we compete to attract
tomorrow’s talent.
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THINK FM

THINK (BEYOND) FM
The BIFM’s annual conference which took place in May, had as its the theme:
Think(beyond)FM ‘Adapt or Disappear’ and as the provocative title suggested, wasn’t
afraid to address some diﬃcult questions. With discussions on how the sector will
cope with digital and commercial disruptors to debating the BIFM’s proposed name
change, it all made for an interesting day, reports Sara Bean

I

t’s easy for those working in FM
to become preoccupied by the
peculiar concerns of the sector,
so having Economist, Vicky Pryce,
deliver the keynote was a conscious
decision by the conference to look
at the macro-economic obstacles
that FM professionals may have to
negotiate over the coming years.
Pryce revealed that growth in
business investment has been very
slow, and the reason behind that is
uncertainty over Brexit and a febrile
political atmosphere. She warned
that: “We’re not going to go back to
productivity growth of around 2.5
per cent as we had before. We’ll have
lower growth – and can’t grow faster
than 1.5 per cent per annum, which
is not sustainable in terms of getting
in the revenues and public spending
that is required.”
This theme was taken up in a set of
presentations, culminating in a panel
discussion, chaired by Journalist, Cathy
Newman, which explored the ways in
which the outsourcing sector must avoid
the ‘so-called’ race to the bottom.
Jeremy Waud the Chairman of
Incentive FM gave a forceful argument
on the need for outsourcing in both
private and public-sector contracts. He
acknowledged there is a “perception
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years going on some grand data binge,
figuring if there is a way to measure or
track it we’ll do everything that we can
with the data. That’s why I think GDPR
is a visionary piece of legislation, it’s not
popular but it attempts to address some
of the issues we have in how cheaply we
give away our information.”

WHY THE WORKPLACE?

According to Despina Katsikakis, Head
of Occupier Business Performance,
Cushman and Wakefield, the office
workplace has gone from being a place
She added: “We’ve done a lot of soul
of power and control to a place that
searching about what doesn’t work but
embodies brand culture values and
clients will know what does work, and
facilitates community. “What we’re
we should focus on that.” McGregorseeing is a lot of disruption in the real
Smith also noted that 30 years on from
estate world that is trying to capture
the beginning of outsourcing the sector
those elements,” he said. Many of
needs an effective industry voice.
the organisations he works with are
“It’s seven per cent of GDP, we employ
increasingly providing on demand
millions of people, from the SMEs
co-working environments to support
through to the big players, and whether
their staff and to enable them “to access
you’re a big player or a small player you
community and new types of talent eco
don’t really think you’ve got a voice that
systems.”
is understood. Let’s create the voice
The word workplace has been bandied
now. Let’s relaunch what’s good for the
about a lot over the past few years, and
industry.”
more recently has become a bone of
contention following the proposal by
TECH AND AUTOMATION
our industry is in a bit of a mess,”
the BIFM to incorporate it into its new
but countered, “does that mean
name; as the Institute of Workplace and
Big data, artificial intelligence and
that outsourcing is failing? Is that a
Facilities Management (IWFM).
automation were all big themes
reasonable conclusion and is there
Chris Moriarty, Director of Insight, BIFM
of the day, and taking an unusual
a sentiment for bringing things back
took up the gauntlet to address the
approach Lionel Prodgers, Managing
in house? That to me sounds rather
controversy. A workplace is not just an
Director, Agents4RM, explained how
negative.”
office he argued, as people also work in
the use of analytical tools and smart
His suggestion that there was too little applications could help FMs monitor
factories, schools and hospitals. He was
creativity in procurement strategies was
also brutally honest on the role of the
facilities operations for little money.
echoed by the CBI’s Director of Sector
BIFM in promoting the FM sector.
Guillaume Van Eeckhout, Head of
Development, George McFarlane, who
“This year the BIFM is 25 years old and
Market Development at Siemens had
noted that the public sector in particular some encouraging data on the use of
at the bottom of the logo we say we’re
cannot make full use of digital disruption apps and workplace technologies, to
‘advancing our profession’, but we’re still
without business support, and “it’s
talking about no one knowing what we’re
aid both occupational wellbeing and
vital we have innovation to meet these
doing.”
productivity, for example with the use
challenges.”
As McGregor-Smith had pointed out
of IoT to improve services and solutions
Paul Lester, Chairman CBE, was also
earlier in the day, the core of FM hasn’t
for tenants and occupiers as well as
on board with the positive impact
improve asset efficiency. Sue Daley, Head really changed in 25 years, at its heart is
digitisation can have on the outsourcing of Cloud, Tech and AI, TechUK, admitted its people, having joint and shared goals
model. He said: “FM should be about
on what they want to deliver.
that AI will change the nature of many
getting the costs down but also making
“Over the 25 years [the BIFM] has
jobs and warned: “It’s now that we need
sure the operations run 24/7 and that’s
done some incredible things, around
to think about what that means for our
where technology comes into play.
workforce, and how they will be prepared standards, qualifications and research,”
“In the past, FM was about doing things and can act in this AI world.”
said Moriarty, “however we’re still not
because they had to be done, but if you
quite meeting the brief. But we can
In his talk on the human impact of
work in a partnership with the data and
change that, we are all in it and you can
automation David D’Souza, Head of
tech you can work out what not to do.”
help make that change.”
Engagement, CIPD, warned of the
Ruby McGregor-Smith, CBE, now a
He finished with a call to action to all
far-reaching impact big data could
Senior Advisor at MACE remarked that
of the BIFM’s members to help affect
have on work and home. “If we change
the public sector has struggled to be
its future, as set out in its manifesto for
the way we view data,” he said, “all the
flexible as it tends to stick to what is more things we’ve attempted to do in HR in
change. www.bifm.org.uk/bifm/about/
easily contracted – so it must aim to be
bifmchange – Members have until the 5th
terms of measuring behaviour raises a
more flexible when things keep changing. host of issues. We’ve spent the last five
July AGM to make up their minds.
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Interserve has won a seven-year, special events services
contract, worth over £15 million with the Metropolitan
Police Service. The contract renewal builds on the
international support services and construction group’s
19-year relationship with the police service and will see
the company continuing to support operational policing
throughout the capital during planned and unplanned
events. This includes deploying traﬃc management
services, engineering & procurement services such as
temporary power, lighting, water utilities and event
equipment.

WILSON VALE WINS CATERING
DEAL AT COLLEGE COURT
Independent catering business, Wilson Vale, has been awarded a new five-year
catering contract for College Court Conference Centre at The University of Leicester.
Under the terms of the deal, worth £750,000 in annual turnover, Wilson Vale are now
providing catering services for conference guests and visitors, as well as catering for
weddings and events.
The contract was first awarded in 2013 and Wilson Vale has been a key partner in
working with College Court to win a number of awards for the venue including Hotel of
the Year in 2016 and a national Customer Service award.

ISS PROTECTS JOBS
ON FORMER CARILLION
TRAINS CONTRACT

Northern, part of Arriva Trains UK,
has saved almost 250 jobs from
collapsed Carillion by bringing
its Customer Experience Centre
in-house and through securing a
new contract with global facilities
management company, ISS.
Based in Sheffield, the customer
excellence team supports both
Northern’s and Grand Central’s
passenger operations where
colleagues transferred across from
Carillion to become permanent
employees of Northern or Grand
Central.
Carillion was also responsible for
delivering an extensive facilities
programme at 476 stations. The
programme is delivered by around
200 colleagues, who will transfer to
become permanent ISS employees
following consultation.
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ERIC WRIGHT SECURES NORTH
WEST FIRE STATIONS DEAL
Eric Wright Facilities Management (EWFM),
part of the Eric Wright Group, has secured a
contract to service 16 PFI fire stations across
the North West over the next 18 years.
The team, based at Bamber Bridge
in Preston, has been appointed as a
subcontractor by ENGIE Services Limited and
Balfour Beatty under the partnership’s PFI
arrangement.

They will service stations located across
Merseyside, Lancashire and Cumbria all of
which have been designed, built, financed and
are operated by Balfour Beatty Investments.
They range in size from a single appliance
fire station to multi-appliance stations with
additional garaging for special equipment.
Some of the sites also include training facilities
and office space.
EWFM will deliver a range of services
which include both hard and soft FM
services including service desk operation,
statutory compliance, planned and reactive
maintenance, energy management, grounds
maintenance, vending, cleaning and janitorial
services.

Global real estate advisor, CBRE, has been been awarded
a ﬁve-year, total facilities management contract with
global provider of products, systems and services to the
oil and gas industry, Aker Solutions. CBRE will provide
a full range of technical and statutory maintenance
services as well as property and grounds maintenance,
a helpdesk, cleaning and catering services, across seven
UK sites, to include four in Aberdeen, as well as sites in
Chiswick, Reading and Hastings.
Sodexo has been awarded its ﬁrst third level integrated
facilities management (IFM) contract in Ireland in
respect of the new €220 million Central and East Quads
about to be built on the Dublin Institute of Technology
(DIT) Campus at Grangegorman. The IFM contract, the
ﬁrst of its kind for an Irish university, will see Sodexo
manage and deliver all FM services, once the quads are
completed and ready for use. The ﬁrst building is due to
open in 2020.
Critical environment specialist, Keysource, has landed
a ﬁve-year deal to deliver facilities management and
technical services at colocation provider, Indectron’s data
centre in Gloucester. The contract, will see Keysource
providing a full range of FM services at Indectron’s
Shield House site, including engineering, service
management, remote monitoring and coordinating all
planned maintenance.
NG Bailey’s Facilities Services division has won six new
contracts, worth £15 million, in the ﬁrst ﬁve months of
2018. The contracts include the renewal of The Crown
Estates portfolio through BNP Paribas Real Estate,
which will extend its relationship with NG Bailey for
another three years, as well as a three-year contract
with Japanese investment bank Nomura, which was
previously held by Carillion. NG Bailey is also providing
M&E warranty maintenance services for Subsea 7 for
its new £40 million BREEAM ‘Excellent’ development
in Sutton, Surrey and has successfully renewed its
maintenance services contract with Cleveland College
of Art and Design and Hartlepool College of Further
Education.
Medirest, the healthcare arm of Compass Group UK &
Ireland, has secured a contract to continue its facilities
management, retail and patient dining services at St
Helens and Knowsley Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust, in
Merseyside. Medirest has been working with the Trust
for a decade. The new contract which commences in June
will see Medirest continue to provide patient catering
using its Steamplicity cooking concept.

THE BEST
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Find out more at www.seaward.co.uk/FMJ
T: +44 (0) 191 586 3511 E: sales@seaward.co.uk
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BLOCKCHAIN EXPLAINED
loc chain is a relatively ne digital technology hich is ﬁnding its ay into the property sector olly lun et Chec emian
roperty anagement irector roadgate states e plains hat it is and ho it could impact the uilt environment

A

leading light in the tech world
said “every company is at
risk from a blockchain version
of themselves”, a fascinating
proposition for a sector with a
cautious adoption of technology
thus far.
At its core, blockchain is a ledger
allowing anyone with permission
to see recorded transactions and
information. Every piece of data is
traceable and transparent. Once a
transaction is recorded, it cannot
be altered. Imagine a series of
transactions as a big chain with
every link (transaction) bound to the
previous link providing an unbreakable
record. Some may be public
blockchains, others will form part of
millions of private chains designed
for industry and enterprises. Linux,
the collaboration behind Hyperchain,
describe how blockchain offers
“physical traceability in a trustless
world”. So how might an industry
as opaque as property develop a
blockchain version of itself?
Whilst property is a popular asset
class traded daily, it has challenges.
It is illiquid, requires intermediaries
and operates with little transparency.
It is underpinned by the fundamental
principle of caveat emptor (buyer
beware). Pricing may be based on rent
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and yield, but the final
price and transaction
time is a black art,
relying on access to
diverse detail about the
asset and the skill of the
parties using this to their
respective advantages.
Block chain could
offer an authenticated
set of essential data on
title, asset, leases and
building performance,
instantly. Given
today’s data rooms
can take weeks to
assemble, this would
be transformational.
In a world where
compliance is needed,
it’s an outstanding solution. However,
before we herald blockchain as the
technology that makes property
‘liquid’, it’s worth remembering that in
markets where a buyer needs to invest
capital into property, and quickly, the
availability of supply is what matters
most, and not the availability of a
complete set of information.
Similarly let’s not kid ourselves
that transparency of ownership will
be readily embraced by this industry.
Almost £122 billion of property in
the UK, the majority of which is
in London, has almost complete
anonymity according to MP John
Penrose, the anti-corruption Tsar. Will
this technology be able to convince
the industry that it can withstand
forced disclosure by Governments with
Unexplained Wealth Orders or future
iterations of this legislation?
But let’s change direction to the
occupational side of the industry.
There’s real and obvious benefit
to businesses entering into leases
or homebuyers wanting access
to true and accurate records of
previous transactions, consents
and construction information. An
irrefutable source of service charge
expenditure with absolute clarity
around apportionment, and other
liabilities over the term of the lease

could be valuable to some. Imagine
a requirement for a rent deposit
negated by a blockchain showing great
payment history. These all represent a
step change in efficiency, but would be
hard described as industry changing.
Early adoption of blockchain
in consumer industries has been
helpful to ethical sourcing and supply
chain transparency. Property as a
brand gets a bad rap, and in many
cases deservedly so. For housing,
when looking to buy or rent, we are
dealing with a fragmented industry
of individual owners. Ninety eight
per cent of the UK’s private rented
housing stock is held by owners of
five houses or fewer. Recent coverage
for Persimmon and Bovis Homes
indicates that when buying from house
builders, the experience worsens. In
the commercial space, retailers in
prime shopping centres can expect
to be feted and given a better and
more transparent service from their
landlords, but for the rest of retail and
offices, consumers will be dealing with
anonymous owners and agents, for
whom brand has little relevance.
For brands seeking to own the
CX space, there’s no denying that a
blockchain platform should form an
integral part of their armoury. It would
be a powerful and transparent way
of building trust. However, it can only
apply to a relatively small part of the
sector. Only a very small percentage of
the built environment is replaced each
year. So, can block chain flourish when
the previous transactional history
for the remaining offices and homes,
whether decades or centuries old, is
buried in dust covered deeds and files
that are only starting to be digitised?
Some pundits are saying that
blockchain is a solution looking for a
problem. I wouldn’t go quite so far,
but when looking at industry level, we
are a little remote from “a blockchain
version of ourselves”. Starting with
a clean slate, it can and will flourish
in the hands of those for whom
transparency provides competitive
advantage.

Blockchain was invented by
Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 for use
in the cryptocurrency Bitcoin as
its public transaction ledger. The
invention of the blockchain for
bitcoin made it the first digital
currency to solve the double
spending problem without the
need of a trusted authority or
central server.
According to guidance from
RICS, blockchain is described as a
database of information made of
blocks chained together in a way
so that they cannot be tampered
with and so is a secure way of
recording transactions from peer
to peer without using a third
party.
It is also a concept for
use in property and facility
management processes and
provides a secure depository of
documents relating to a building
such as lease agreements and
payments.
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FACILITATING CHANGE

Organisations are subject to continual change, yet their facilities often remain static, impeding progress that is critical
to usiness success e as ave ilson C
ello and irector o ective acilities td ho acilities
managers can manage change to ensure that it bridges the gap between what an organisation has and what it needs

C

hange is inevitable.
Technologies evolve,
organisational structures are
modified, people and underlying
cultures are transformed. Sadly,
planning and managing for change
can be lacking, leading to facilities
that struggle to support the
organisational reality, never mind
the vision.
Dave Wilson, author of the recently
published RICS guidance note
Strategic FM Framework, believes
that FM is perfectly placed to better
manage change for the benefit of
organisations, their workers and
their customers. What is needed is
for senior management to be more
receptive to the recommendations
of their FM teams before, during and
after any change programme.
“What we do is essential,” says
Wilson. “Lots of people think of us as
a support service, rather than core
to business success. My argument is
‘you try doing it without us then’. OK,
FM isn’t a primary revenue stream
for commercial organisations, and it
isn’t how public service organisations
reach their remits, but neither can
exist without us. The responsibility
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for change ought to lie with facilities
managers because we are one of
the few parts of an organisation
that has an overview of its activity
from the beginning to end. We are
better placed to join up the dots than
anyone.”
So, why aren’t facilities managers
being given the opportunity to
manage change more effectively?
How do they gain the ear of senior
management and the board?
Wilson is concerned that part of the
problem is that change management
is often considered a discreet activity
that happens occasionally. He
believes that the need for change
management should be regarded as
constant as change itself, particularly
in the field of facilities management.
“There are so many touch points,
nothing is ever stable. It is vital
that we generate a culture that
embraces change as a normal part
of life. In the past, FM has suffered
because facilities managers have
been satisfied with doing the task
well but without understanding the
context that the task sits in. Then,
they wondered why they didn’t get
appreciated. In my experience you
get access to senior management by
telling them a success story. Doing
the job you were told to do isn’t a
success story. Success is when you
do something cheaper, quicker and
better than you were originally asked
to. It is about focusing on outcomes
and not tasks.”
Another part of the issue is just lazy
or misguided management from the
top down.
“In a lot of organisations there is a
management culture that refuses to
tell people about its plans in sufficient
time to enable them to respond fully.
Where senior management considers
FM as just a support service it rarely
sees our relevance in the early stages
of planning.”

However, Wilson says that it would
be wrong to attribute all of the blame
to senior management. FM has to take
some responsibility, and facilities
managers need to demonstrate that
they are capable of making a valid
contribution. To successfully manage
change they must be able to properly
engage those around them, including
colleagues, senior management and
customers.
If Wilson is correct, it seems that
those who work in our sector need
to re-discover what it means to be a
facilities manager. To explore wellbeyond the boundaries of traditional
FM, well-beyond just making buildings
work.
“This is an issue,” agrees Wilson.
“Are our people sufficiently versed in
management to fulfil this role? The
truth is that many FMs are intimidated
because they don’t feel that they have
the right qualifications, which is why
RICS involvement is crucial because
it is such a management-disciplined
institution with amazing credibility.
“Buildings are just tools that enable
companies to do things. If you are
going to wield that tool effectively
then you have to understand what
the organisation does. That requires
you to have a lot more management
capability, a lot more financial
understanding and a lot more change
management skills if you are going to
deliver something of value.”
To build a more rounded skillset
Wilson recommends facilities
managers develop a magpie-like level
of curiosity about other industries
and sectors. To be inspired by best
practice in fields such as architecture,
design, business management,
surveying and beyond.
“So, how are you going to get
these skills? You could be mentored
by someone above you. You could
be naturally inquisitive and hard
working. And, you can go on

structured courses and training
programmes.
“I don’t think that people train
enough, the number of people that
I come across who don’t know how
to put a business case together is
astonishing. Articulating the need for
change has to be a core part of what
a facilities manager does. It doesn’t
matter what level those changes are. If
we cannot make the case for change,
how are we ever going to understand
it when somebody makes a case to
us? The answer is more training and
qualifications from bodies such as
RICS and IFMA.”
According to Wilson, approaching
change management proactively
brings its rewards. By including
all stakeholders from a position of
knowledge and value, a virtuous circle
is created.
“It is revelatory when FMs do get
support from senior management
and their customers because they
begin to realise that the potential of
what they can achieve is phenomenal.
That really starts to excite people.
Likewise, it is an eye-opener for the
board because opportunities that it
didn’t know existed start to reveal
themselves.
“Facility managers get support
from senior management by stepping
up to the mark and being qualified to
do so. It is like the old adage, nothing
succeeds like success.”
The Strategic FM Framework
guidance note, authored by Dave
Wilson, is the result of a collaboration
between RICS and IFMA. It sets out
a coherent, consistent approach to
planning the provision of FM. It also
reflects the competences required to
pursue the qualification credentials
required by both IFMA and RICS. You
can download your free copy here:
http://www.rics.org/uk/knowledge/
professional-guidance/guidancenotes/strategic-fm-framework/
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management with a stream of powerful insights from the
FM Department to show how performance can be improved
and efficiencies achieved.
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You’ll be amazed how quickly you find new ways to identify
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senior management.
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CLEAN DATA
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET

R

Data centre management and the cleanliness of the environment are the two
main risks that leave data centres exposed, explains Stuart Wells, Business
Development Director at ABM Critical Solutions

etail businesses are faced with
many risks when it comes to
their critical data. System failures can
lead to a huge disruption. To avoid
this, organisations must have the
correct management and on-going
maintenance practices in place.
As data centres have progressed
throughout the years, the consequence
of a server breakdown has a far greater
impact and the sudden loss of data
could lead to a large loss of income.
This is due to the surge in online
businesses who rely on connectivity to
run their business.
There are two areas, often
overlooked, that businesses need to
consider when safeguarding a data
centre and the data stored there. These
are; data centre management and
cleanliness. When these factors are
controlled, it ensures the safety and
stability of the critical environment
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and the data held there. We are now
hearing the term “Data is the new
currency” more regularly than ever
before.
Even some of the largest, most
established brands fail to ensure their
mechanical and electrical systems,
within the critical environment,
are helped to protect the sensitive
data held within. The data centre
management of a business represents
a collection of tools and strategy, that
help it to organise and manage its data
storage. This includes everything from
the servers to storage drives and even
cabling networks. This should also
take into account the environment’s
needs in terms of cooling, back-up
resilience and overall environmental
control to maximise the full ‘Up Time’
potential of the data centre. Neglecting
to understand the importance of
both a robust infrastructure and the

supporting environment can leave
the business vulnerable to failure.
This is where IT meets FM and a
collaborative approach should be
applied.
Most retail data centres are
built on a 10-year cycle, but, the
average retailer probably invests
in its electrical and mechanical
infrastructure every 15-years or so.
This includes cooling upgrades,
back-up power replacements or life
safety system upgrades. This 15 year
period of time introduces risk in the
absence of a resilient maintenance
approach and shared values between
IT and FM.
In a recent project by ABM Critical
Solutions, a £10 million online retail
business had not invested in its own
Data Centre in over 20 years, leaving
it in such a fragile condition, that a
failure felt just around the corner.
Capex costs and the complexity of
developing and maintaining the
infrastructure are usually the barriers
to investment.
For this particular ABM Critical
Solutions project, the repercussions
of the data centre management
failing would have been huge. Having
no recovery system in place, for
example, means an organisation
is worryingly exposed. A single
point of failure without any built-in
redundancy could have wiped out
the business.
A well designed, maintained and
understood data centre with strong
management, is going to be much
less exposed to risk, which can only
be a good thing as we move closer
to world that goes beyond cloud
storage. The question shouldn’t
be a case of ‘if’, but more a case of
‘when’, should a business invest in its

infrastructure to safeguard its future.
The second major consideration
is regular clinical cleaning to remove
unwanted contaminants. If left
unattended, the risk of unexplained
server outages rises dramatically,
caused by particulate matter and zinc
whiskers. Any particulate matter with
a conductive element, being caught
within the flow of conditioned air and
finding its way onto printed circuit
boards could have a catastrophic
affect.
Businesses should be mindful
about the level of clean they
implement. Over the years there has
been a gradual increase in businesses
who offer ‘technical cleaning services’
at cheaper rates; but you should
always select a cleaning company
who is fully experienced in data centre
cleaning with all the relevant security
credentials and training to allow them
to work in the live environment.
For example, it is essential that
technicians are trained to identify
zinc whiskers – something we offer as
mandatory during a technical clean.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
testing is performed on the suspected
areas: the analysis is collected on
a sticky tape stud which is examined
using a scanning electron microscope
and energy-dispersive X-ray analysis
(EXD).
Following a cleaning project, we will
provide recommendations for further
zinc whiskers testing and share the
potential consequences of not doing
so. ABM Critical Solutions also utilises
methods such as the installation of
‘sub floor plenum walls’ to stop any
zinc whiskers becoming transferred
to other areas of the critical space
through the air flow.
Retail businesses hold vast amounts
of personal data including addresses
and banking details, which effectively
keeps it trading. While it is seen as a
retailing business, it is also a big data
centre, yet so many e-tail businesses
have data centre management and
cleanliness, at the bottom of their
priority list.
Collaborative implementation
by the IT and FM parties, a robust
data centre management approach
and regular specialist cleaning, is a
fantastic start to protecting the critical
environment. This approach should
be a priority for a business operating
online.

Choose Colt.
Seventy years and still No.1 in smoke
control service. Here’s why.
INVERNESS
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When not on site Colt engineers are often engaged in training and seminars to
keep up to speed on the very latest developments.
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Wherever you are in the UK, you are never far from one of our
service engineering bases.

Colt maintains a ﬂeet of service vehicles to ensure our ability to be with you
within 24 hours (4 hours in an emergency).

Colt has more smoke control engineers with greater mobility, at more locations
up and down the country than any of our competitors.

Service
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At Colt, we have been servicing smoke control
systems for more than 70 years.
As a result, the beneﬁts of signing a service
contract with us are many.
1. Our engineers are highly experienced and highly
trained. Where possible, we assign the same
engineer to your site to maintain continuity.
2. We offer nationwide coverage. We have
engineers stationed in all parts of the UK.
3. We will be with you in 24 hours. Our average
response time is 4 hours in an emergency.
4. We tailor our service packages to the building.
5. We will arrange preventative maintenance to
meet the requirements of the RRO and SFG20.
6. We have a fast and efﬁcient spare parts service.
7. No matter who manufactured your system, we
can maintain and repair it.
8. We can carry out environmental surveys to cut
energy costs and reduce your carbon footprint.
9. We provide design support, should you wish to
make alterations to your building or its function.
It boils down to the fact that our area managers
maintain regular contact with our customers.
For new customers they will survey a site prior
to any engineer visit. Small wonder then, that when
looking for a competent and trustworthy company
to maintain their smoke control systems, so many
people in charge of ofﬁces, residential blocks,
factories and car parks, all do the same thing.
Choose Colt.
To ﬁnd out more, visit us at:
coltinfo.co.uk/service-maintenance
Alternatively, call us on 02392 491735 or email:
service@uk.coltgroup.com

Expertise built on proven experience.
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According to the Facilities
Management Business
Confidence survey by
the BIFM, 27 per cent of
respondents felt a shortage
of skilled staff could be
a barrier to success over
the next 12 months. Yet in a
separate report by the CIPD,
one in four workers (27 per cent)
said that their job does not offer
good opportunities to develop their
skills. How can the facilities management
sector address this dichotomy to ensure that staff
are trained sufficiently to solve the skills gap? Alongside
this is the FM sector supporting people sufficiently to gain
academic qualifications and how much do qualifications help
candidates in the job search?

current employer doesn’t
offer the opportunities
needed to develop, there
are possibilities that can be
sought first-hand. This can be
as easy as asking colleagues
for guidance; there is always
an opportunity for people to
develop.
BIFM membership, for example, is
a cost-effective way to pursue training in
the specific areas that workers need it most.
The reality is that any hiring organisation will look
for a candidate who has done personal training in the
previous 12 months, and if professionals aren’t willing to
seek improvement, then they are likely to be overlooked
for those who are.
Of course, the responsibility doesn’t rely solely on

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE FM RECRUITER’S
VIEW
COLEEN CLOHERTY,
MANAGING DIRECTOR BUILD
RECRUITMENT
A highly-skilled workforce
leads to better results – this is
an indisputable fact. Boosting
productivity boosts returns and
overall job satisfaction, so the
y
need for training at all levels of
Coleen Clohert
the FM sector should always be on
the minds of everybody involved;
not just those in senior roles.
The unfortunate truth is that FM
has developed an uncomfortable
reputation for being focused solely
on the bottom line. Profits drive
business, and sometimes this
can lead to those higher on the
food chain neglecting the need
for betterment.
But where do you even begin?
From both a candidate and hiring
organisation perspective, the
– Coleen Cloherty
variety of qualifications can seem
overwhelming. There’s traditional HE
avenues such as degrees, focused Health
& Safety qualifications, the MAPM – to name
a few.
For workers, seeking out guidance and training is a
must. While 27 per cent of employees may say that their

workers. During the onboarding process, companies
should invest, on average, between £2,000 - £4,000 on
training for entry-level staff, to ensure a high quality of
work and facilitate a mentality of development. More
should then be invested on an annual basis, to maintain
standards. Particularly with an exponentially growing
Millennial workforce – a group who value growth within
their roles – the need for training is more important than
ever.
I’ve seen over my career in FM and recruitment that
training is one of the key ways in which a company can
maximise retention among new hires. It costs more to
neglect training than it does to encourage it, because
employees will leave once they realise there’s no room
for development. Essentially, if a company doesn’t train
their staff, then they’re taking advantage of other
companies that have previously done so.
In a candidate’s job search, the need for
qualifications can be a pressing issue; certain
jobs in positions of responsibility need
appropriate certification for a worker to even
qualify. An Estates Manager for a hospital,
for instance, wouldn’t get through the door
without a Health & Safety qualification.
A focus on experience is becoming an
outdated view in the modern work landscape.
As much as years of earned knowledge will help
workers to perform from a position of expertise,
hiring organisations won’t choose somebody who
doesn’t possess the correct certificates; they’re avoiding
risk. In the modern world of automation, time-served
is defunct – pursue training, and make yourself an
attractive hire. 
Cont. p22

I’ve seen over my career
in FM and recruitment that
training is one of the key ways in
which a company can maximise
retention among new hires.”
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TOTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT
THE COMPLETE WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICE

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

We provide a Total Waste Management
service for the reduction, reuse, recycling,
recovery and disposal of waste

We ensure that you and your organisation
are fully compliant with all relevant
legislation

We deliver this via a combination of
specialist services, innovative thinking
and contract management

We operate our own state-of-the-art
treatment facilities

We do the waste, leaving you free to
manage your facilities

For more infomation on our Total Waste
Management service please contact us:
Tel: 01491 834 311
Email: info@grundon.com
Web: www.grundon.com

TOTAL WASTE MANAGEMENT FROM GRUNDON
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Facilities
Management
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FSI GO:
Mobile Workforce
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in FSI (FM Solutions) Limited

Let us help change your world.

T: +44 (0)1708 251900
E: info@fsifm.com
www.fsifm.com
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THE HR EXPERT’S VIEW
CLAIRE HUISH MCIPD,
COLLEAGUE SERVICES MANAGER AT BENNETT HAY
As a highly
people-centric
industry, FM
managers are
well aware of
the importance
of having well
trained service
staff. In such a
competitive job
market, the talent
pool can often
Claire Huish
become smaller
and smaller, so
those in the sector should start looking inwards if they
hope to avoid a shortage of skilled workforce.
Rather than hiring new people, it can be extremely
valuable to identify those already in the company who
could do with upskilling and training. Homegrown
talent is an investment which gets better with time.
Rather than expensive recruitment initiatives and
headhunting which can be very costly, it’s worth
increasing the initial investment of training and
developing a team that will have more longevity.
Every company should have some sort of learning
and development programme, after all, those who fail
to grow can never thrive. At Bennett Hay we like to take
a ground-up approach to ensure each member of the
team is well-equipped to deal with the varied needs of
our clients.
The starting point is our Transformation Academy
which takes transferring teams on the guest journey,
opens their eyes to the Bennett Hay values and
standards of service, and gives them insights into
individual personalities which help them to better
understand their colleagues as well as our guests.
Our Front of House team is then immersed in our
concept of boutique hotel style service in the corporate
world through a series of workshops focussing on
specific topics such as Service Excellence and Positive
Communication.
Alongside this, earlier this year, we launched our
Leadership Academy which supports the continued
development of our front-line managers. This bespoke
programme is founded on the principles of the Bennett
Hay way of management, reinforcing our values with a
strong focus on positive performance management and
delivering our standards of service. Over 50 per cent of
the attendees on this year’s programme are managers
who have been promoted from within Bennett Hay.
Through these initiatives we are not only able to
create our own internal talent pool, but actually
increase colleague retention rates by showing that
we care and place emphasis on their personal and
professional development.

The remit of FM professionals is constantly shifting,
merging and adapting, so it’s important that staff
are equipped to deal with this. Development should
therefore be an ongoing pursuit rather than a quick
injection every now and then. Development plans
should be put in place and regularly reviewed to ensure
people are progressing and that any issues are dealt
with quickly.
We aim to promote from within whenever possible
and have a number of colleagues who joined us early
in their career and have climbed the ladder at Bennett
Hay. By investing in them, we have been able to retain
and develop a highly skilled workforce who is well
versed in the vision and ethos of our company. This has
allowed us to avoid the pitfalls of a shortage of skilled
employees and the barriers to success it presents.
The key thing to remember is not to sacrifice shortterm gain for longevity and remember to invest in your
most important asset, your people. Nurturing and
developing from within will increase productivity, boost
employee engagement and allow you to thrive even
when there is a shortage of talent. 

THE UNIVERSITY LECTURER’S VIEW
PAUL WYTON,
PRINCIPAL LECTURER IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT,
SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY
A simple answer to
the question ‘are FM
services suppliers
supporting existing
FM staff sufficiently
to gain academic
qualifications?’ NO.
Against this there
are some employers
who are excellent at
supporting personal
development,
Paul Wyton
our experience at
Sheffield Hallam
University is however very mixed with much of the
energy, drive, commitment and resources coming from
individuals wishing to progress themselves rather than
being truly supported by their employers to become
better.
Facilities management has become a multibillion pound
industry, a significant part of the UK economy with
world leading service providers and employs tens of
thousands. As a profession facilities management offers
great opportunity for progression and yet very few of us
chose to become FM's. The 2017 Business Confidence
Monitor identified a war for talent with 47 per cent
of respondents reporting a shortage of skilled trades
and 31 per cent reporting a shortage of managers. FM
provides great opportunities and the industry needs
more good people yet there is a reluctance to support
management development.
Cont. p24

The new
Zip HydroChill
Drink responsibly

Eliminate the need for environmentally
damaging plastic bottles at work
Our new range of high-capacity drinking water systems provide
filtered chilled and sparkling water. Unlimited hydration for
employees and guests now means a healthier, more productive
workplace and a greener business.
Visit zipcommercial.co.uk or call 0345 6 005 005 for information
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Despite the excellent work of BIFM to create a development
pathway and promote the value of qualifications within
FM there is still no standard career structure, this is both
a strength in providing great opportunity for anyone to
succeed, but is also a weakness, with no recognised or
required qualifications there is a lack of incentive for
individuals to become qualified and organisations to
support qualification. FM being such a practical discipline
the argument is put forward that experience is what matters
questioning what academic qualifications and theory
can add. Our view at Sheffield Hallam University is that
experience is vital but so too is learning from others, whether
they be academics or others working in the industry.
Qualifications demonstrate knowledge and understanding
but also evidence of professionalism, provide status when
working with others in the business and a growing sense of
confidence.
Despite recent challenges the FM industry continues to
grow, is more complex with the development of IT, smart
buildings, and other technologies and is becoming far more
challenging with the constant demand to reduce cost. All
of this requires more and more capable managers who are
properly experienced AND qualified.
Traditionally FM has been good at supporting training
and development around compliance however support
for management qualifications has been limited. With
the introduction of the apprenticeship levy there is now a
financial incentive for FM organisations to develop people.
After two years of extensive work to develop apprenticeship
standards and suitable qualifications, the FM industry will
now be able to use that levy funding to develop their people
through facilities management qualifications from level 4
(first year degree level) right the way through to Masters.
This is a great opportunity for the FM industry to develop
both existing staff who demonstrate great promise for
progression, but also to recruit bright young people into
the industry through a development programme tailored
to the organisation's and the individuals particular needs.
Degree apprenticeships are development programmes
where experience and academic learning are equally
valued, the curriculum developed in consultation with the
wider industry. These learning programmes are about to be
launched and can be paid for through the apprenticeship
levy whether a levy payer or not. The industry needs more
and better qualified managers, business should support
personal development to be better and individuals need to
qualify for personal progression, degree apprenticeships are
the means to meet these three needs. 

THE PEOPLE DIRECTOR’S VIEW
LISA HAMILL,
UK PEOPLE DIRECTOR, ATALIAN SERVEST
With Brexit ahead, the next 12 months will almost certainly
become more difficult within the FM industry. The areas
that will likely be hardest hit include the finance sector,
automotive, manufacturing and in particular roles such as
cleaning and housekeeping. Across these key roles, it may
not be simply a shortage of skills, but rather a shortage of
24
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people. At Atalian Servest, about 34 per cent of our colleagues
are EU, non-UK-based.
We can acknowledge that facilities management is not
a traditional industry. While within FM, we’re very good at
promoting the industry,
we have a responsibility
to talk about it to
younger people, who
may not even know it
exists, and show FM
as a valid and exciting
career opportunity. We
don’t find many people
who knew about FM
from a young age and
decided to follow it as
Lisa Hamill
a career path – it’s a bit
of a hidden industry in
that way. When people find FM however, and decide they have
a future in it, we have an obligation to give them the skills to
support the talent pool.
The responsibility that rests on FM organisations is to reflect
on their recruitment strategy as well as carefully considered
choice-driven learning and development programmes to
equip their workforce with the necessary skills and character
to perform their roles. To achieve this, organisations
must have the intention to invest in their people. Our
apprenticeship levy supports the growth of our people and
we’ve never been in a better position to offer our colleagues
a commitment that truly supports them. We’re in an ideal
situation, the industry is growing and we’re in a position to
offer people exciting, strong careers paths.
While the likes of BIFM and IFMA each offer their own
accredited qualifications, the most important consideration
for us, is finding someone who is the right fit for the business.
Our recruitment processes are based primarily on attitude.
Once you’ve found the right person, there is an obligation to
provide the necessary opportunity within the FM sector by
offering choice and support for anyone wanting to complete a
qualification. If someone wants to take up an FM qualification
as part of an apprenticeship for example, we will help them to
do so. Nurturing internal talent should be embedded into an
organisation’s culture and we have an obligation to provide
the training people need in order to perform.
Organisations need programmes which demonstrate their
commitment to attracting the best people into facilities
management and developing their own colleagues by
ensuring a progression path. By focusing on internal learning
and development, you can equip colleagues with tools that
will help them reach their potential. Having robust learning
and development provisions should be at the heart of any
businesses infrastructure, to build on its own talent pool
in a way that positively impacts the performance of the
organisation.

Do you have a question that you’d like answered
by the FMJ Career Clinic?
Email: sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk

Rarely seen.
Always relied upon.

With solutions ranging from 10 KW to 5 MW, our UPSs protect some of
the UK’s most critical loads. We utilise everything at our disposal to deliver
amongst the highest power densities on the market and class‑leading
efficiency of over 96%, while still offering you the availability, flexibility and
control you need to achieve your financial and business objectives.
To find out more call or email us today: T: 01256 386700 E: sales@upspower.co.uk

Woodgate, Bartley Wood Business Park, Hook, Hampshire RG27 9XA

www.upspower.co.uk
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MITIE

All our

own work
itie roup s ne o ce at the hard is not ust a cool or place it s a sho case or
the company s connected or space strategy ara ean ent to ta e a loo

I

n February 2018, Mitie Group plc moved into the iconic Shard building
in London, where it took on the entire 12th floor, covering 2,784 sq m,
under a 15-year lease. Around 250 employees moved in from three locations
– Counting House, Cottons and Lime Harbour – to one shared space, which
now includes the professional services and connected workspaces team,
engineering and cleaning teams and group functions such as HR, finance,
comms, legal and IT.
The reasons behind the move were intriguing. Aside from bringing together a
disparate group of teams to operate as ‘one Mitie’, the Shard HQ is also intended
to showcase what Mitie can offer clients, whether facilities management – such
as front of house, cleaning or catering – or its occupation design function. But it
also serves as a practical demonstration of Mitie’s new strategy, the connected
workspace, which utilises data analytics to help improve operational efficiency.
Another interesting point is that all aspects of the move, from identifying the
26
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new location to moving in the staff, was carried out by Mitie’s own people.
Explains Andrew Smart, Head of Occupier Services: “When we decided to take
on new space and move in here, we went through quite a lengthy process that
started with the selection of the building. We carried out a location analysis,
looked at travel distances, all the things you’d expect us to do if we were carrying
out the process for a client. We made a shortlist of locations, and from that the
Shard was our preferred destination.”
The main factors behind that decision were to have a single footplate with
everybody on one floor, a good location in terms of travel connections, and
control over the design, with the freedom to deliver the space the way Mitie
wanted it to be.
According to Chris Rowley, MD of Professional Services, there was a broader
context to the decision. He says: “It all started in relation to our consolidation
programme across Mitie’s property estate. Partly due to how the organisation

FMJ.CO.UK

MITIE

had grown up over time, we had three
buildings in London, which meant the teams
found it more difficult to get together. We
wanted people to have the opportunity to
collaborate.”
Given that the leasing agreement was only
finalised last September, there was limited
time to get everything ready before staff
moved in on 12 February. For once, Mitie’s
professional services team were managing
a project for their own organisation rather
than a client. Move champions were
identified to help input into the new design,
WebEX sessions were organised to share
information, and staff were given the
opportunity to suggest designs, furniture and
fittings.
Says Rowley: “Collaboration is one of those
things that people sometimes don’t think
about enough, but for us, it was a key part of
the process and the team put a lot of effort
into it. It’s not quite over yet – we’re still reemphasising messages to help drive changes
in behaviour, for example ensuring people
observe the clear desk policy and use their
locker spaces properly.”
While the HR department was a key
stakeholder, as a key part of the change
management process, the project was FM
led. Comments Smart: “The important thing
for me was you’ve got to keep it practical

CASE STUDY

and real and be able to take the concept
and relate it to how you work, so you’ve got
to be from our world. Because we did this
ourselves, there’s a huge amount of pride in
what’s been done as it’s our own team. We
came up with the concept, we carried out
the location analysis, the design concept, the
move programme, we project managed it
and moved everybody in, and are continuing
to do the adaptation now.
“It’s a home-grown product, which is not
only a great result for Mitie as our own space,
it’s also a bit of a shop window for us because
it demonstrates what we’re capable of doing.
Which is quite different to what Mitie is
traditionally known for.”
Rowley adds: “It also reflects our vision of
FM, to create exceptional places to work that
ultimately help our clients and employees
perform to the highest standard in a highperformance workplace. It’s about bringing
some of those techniques and design
capabilities together.”

NEW LOOK
The finished project, which was fitted out
by Modus, certainly has the wow factor for
occupants and visitors alike. Walking into the
space, you’re struck initially with how light
and airy it is, with huge windows overlooking
an impressive City of London view. The focal
point of the reception area is Mitie’s own
catering arm, Gather & Gather, which offers a
coffee and snack menu in a café area that is
equipped with a variety of seating.
The whole office is designed around the
principles of activity-based working, which
means occupants have a choice in where
they work and meet, based on the activity
in which they’re engaged. This includes
touchdown areas and places where they can
collaborate as a team for ideas generation
and development. This not only creates a
collegiate atmosphere, but uses the space
more efficiently, offering more value for a
lower cost.
The workspaces include adjustable-height
workstations, group working areas, phone
pods for making calls, quiet rooms and
bookable offices, as well as a few other
unique spaces including two rejuvenation
JUNE 2018
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can monitor that to effectively move away
from break/fix models towards proactive and
predictive fixes.”

THE RESULTS

he idea ehind this is to create a space here ellness comes
to the ore and tests hat this does to productivity y applying
sensors and user eed ac
pods and a biophilic living lab.
“The idea behind this,” says Rowley, “is to
create a space where wellness comes to the
fore and tests what this does to productivity
by applying sensors and user feedback. We
are currently carrying out an eight-week trial
with UCL, measuring all the variables, with
the idea being to create a case study to see
how this type of environment impacts on
people’s productivity and creativity.”
The office floor is split into
neighbourhoods which grow and contract
depending on usage. It takes a completely
mobile approach, with priority desks for
people like CEO Phil Bentley and his PA, or
as anchors for different departments such as
the PAs for the HR and finance teams. There
is also a town hall space that includes seating
for 30-50 people and a media wall for larger
gatherings.
Mitie is the only occupier with the full
floorplate in the office areas, which created
more options to create a single flowthrough. Having the whole floor means that
everything sits round a central core, which,
says Smart, “does two things for us. One is
that all the spaces are naturally lit, so some
of the meeting rooms nearer the centre have
the borrowed light. It also means you have
very little circulation space – you lose very
little of the footprint to corridors, so you
don’t waste real estate either.”
An important part of the design concept
was to gather all of the social space into a
hub, within the coffee shop environment,
28
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with the stadium area alongside. There’s
also a range of booth areas dotted around
the perimeter of the office, giving occupants
a degree of privacy to hold impromptu
meetings, one-to-one talks, or just relax
and take in the fabulous views. “The booth
areas are hugely popular for project teams
and individuals,” says Smart, “and we’ve
powered every one of these so people can
stay here all day if they want to.”
There’s also a series of ‘oasis areas’
scattered throughout the office, where
people can sit and chat for short bursts, and
a regeneration pod where you can come,
relax and calm your mind.
It’s not just the design factors which play
a major part in the thinking behind the new
HQ. The astute use of tech in helping to
monitor, measure and manage buildings
more efficiently is helping to deliver Mitie’s
new connected workspace strategy. Explains
Rowley: “We are starting to use technology
within the built environment to utilise data
and give us insights that ultimately help us
deliver our services efficiently, rapidly and
cheaply – but also means we can ensure we
are creating high-performance environments
for the client.
“We can collate data around the
environment – utilisation, as well as
wellbeing factors like humidity, temperature
and C02 levels, so we know how the
building’s meeting rooms and other areas
are being used. By connecting into some of
the equipment here in terms of HVAC, we

For Mitie, unlike most large corporates
whose core remit may be finance or legal,
this new space offers much more than a cool
place to attract and retain staff or impress
clients. It also functions as an environment
which showcases its core capabilities. It
demonstrates:
 The ability to design occupation for
people and move them into it, including
all the functions around relocation
 Mitie’s approach to the connected
workspace, by self-delivering the data and
managing it the way it would with clients
 A core capability in delivering FM, as all
the core services within the space are
delivered by Mitie, from cleaning, catering
and security to energy management.
Another advantage, adds Rowley, “is that
the data we collate here gives us more of
an evidence base. In FM and real estate it
is often about perception, not about data,
and we haven’t always had this to provide
to clients. Everything here is retrofitted,
not embedded tech, so it can be put in
anywhere, which means our findings can be
applied everywhere.”
What’s next for the new HQ itself will
depend on the occupancy data. “This needs
to be a living experiment for us to a degree,”
concludes Smart. “We’re learning what the
data is teaching us, and equally learning
what the data needs to teach us and that will
drive some of the changes we make here.
How we occupy and use the rest of the space
here won’t be a huge change, unless we
change the way we work.”
And as CEO Phil Bentley puts it: “At the end
of the day we’re here to try and showcase
the things that we do for our clients. In the
few months we’ve been here, we’ve had any
number of clients through and found these
offices a selling point, which has helped
them recalibrate what they think of Mitie.”

Proud of our engineering
heritage, passionate
about our future

Over 150 years ago, Joseph Stannah
began engineering lifts and cranes for
London’s dockyards. We’ve grown since
then, but engineering excellence remains at
the heart of our family business. That’s why
you can rely on Stannah to keep millions
of people and goods moving every day.
Find out more at www.stannahlifts.co.uk

Meet the family

The largest global gathering of FMs will take place from 19 to 21 June at ExCeL
London. In our special show guide, we introduce some of the highlights of the three
days, while a group of exhibitors tell us their plans and expectations for the event

T

he Facilities Show returns to ExCel this month
with an even more varied array of exhibitors and
a stellar line-up of speakers, who will be taking part
in a variety of seminars and workshops in and around
the halls. Co-located alongside the show are other
events relevant to FMs, including IFSEC International
– the specialist integrated security summit; Safety &
Health Expo – Europe’s dedicated health and safety
event, and Firex International – the global centre of
excellence for fire safety.

SEMINARS AND EVENTS
The Facilities Show 2018 has once again attracted
a group of inspirational speakers, contractors and
individuals. Held in association with the British Institute
of Facilities Management (BIFM) and real estate firm
CBRE, this year’s programme includes comedian and
mental health expert Ruby Wax OBE, former Army
Brigadier Nicky Moffat CBE, and Sir Clive Woodward
OBE.
The Keynote Theatre is designed explicitly for facilities
management practitioners, with each day split into
different themes: the workplace, technology and
people, with a programme of presentations and panel
discussions on topics including workplaces of the
future, security, delivering top-class FM on a budget,
leadership, office refurbs and relocations, technology
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disruption, diversity, skills and recruitment, getting
recognition in the boardroom and flexible working.
BIFM will be hosting a free smart client programme,
equipping attendees with the knowledge and tools to
make smart procurement decisions, enabling successful
client-supplier partnerships. Seminar sessions will be
followed by pre-booked one-to-one appointments with
selected suppliers, addressing procurement needs in a
time-efficient manner within a secure setting.
Taking place for the first time at the show will be the
renowned Smartworking Summit – chaired by John
Blackwell, Managing Director of Quora Consulting,
which will discuss the impact of AI in the workplace
with a group of senior board executives. Participants
include Richard Branson, Chairman, Virgin Group, and
Lord Tim Clement Jones, Chair of the House of Lords
Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence. Register as a
delegate at www.quoraconsulting.com/summits

FMJ DEBATE
Between 12 and 12.40pm on day one, FMJ will hold a
debate on the workplaces of the future, where delegates
can hear predictions on what they might expect from
their workplace by 2025. We know there is likely to be
an increase in non-traditional spaces such as gyms – but
what will be the biggest challenge for FMs in managing
the workplaces of the future?

SEE US

AT STAND
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ASSURITY CONSULTING

R600

Assurity
Consulting is a
long-standing
supporter,
exhibitor,
attendee and
speaker at
the Facilities
Show. Greg
Greg Davies
Davies, Director
of Market
Development, says: “It is one of the few times
in the year you get that big picture view of
the industry and how or what is affecting our
marketplace.
“While Assurity Consulting is a niche
provider, the workplace and wellbeing agenda
is very much our domain, be it air quality,
health and safety, asbestos, Legionella,
access, occupancy comfort, fire, environment
or water. And with over 30 years’ experience in
delivering accredited effective management
around each of these disciplines, we have the
solutions too.
“Having the Facilities Show co-located is
also an advantage, particularly with Firex
International and the Health and Safety Expo.
Because of the interrelationship between the
different disciplines, we can have a facilities
manager, fire responsible person and health
and safety manager all on our stand at the
same time posing a question or looking for
that answer.
“This year will also be the first we have had
our ‘assured advice’ in place for Legionella
risk assessments, and there may be more
news on the subject of primary authority at
the show. We will also have a range of subject
experts on hand to answer any questions
visitors may have or issues they want to
discuss.
“We have always viewed attending/
exhibiting at the Facilities Show as an
investment. Not only do we meet potentially
new as well as existing customers in an ‘out
of the office’ environment, but we can learn
through the seminar programme and assess
the developing themes in the marketplace all
at one event.
“Our industry is broad and eclectic, so the
show offers those attending the opportunity
to inform and be informed. Whether you are
looking for that one product or service, just
seeing what is on offer, or wanting advice in
a particular area, the chances are you will
find it.”

BUILD RECRUITMENT

the built environment.
Says Coleen Cloherty, Managing Director:
“Events like the Facilities Show allow us to
directly connect with the professionals we
cater to, whether it’s meeting new contacts or
strengthening our partnerships with existing
clients.
“As well as
the excellent
networking
opportunities
presented by
the show, we
love the learning
experiences that
can be found
Coleen Cloherty
at such events.
While you can
gather a wealth of knowledge to absorb as
you stroll around the room and attend the
seminars, heading out of the Facilities Show
and into any of the surrounding shows,
including IFSEC, Firex and the Safety & Health
Expo, leave multiple opportunities to fill your

notebooks and goodie bags over the three
days.
“Being able to exchange expertise on a large
scale is beneficial for everybody involved.
We will be offering trade industry news,
recruitment advice and career guidance on a
one-on-one basis. We appreciate that people
are the core of FM and want to hear directly
from those in the field.
“I will also be attending a panel on Thursday
21 June entitled ‘FM in 2025: the people and
skills needed to drive FM in the future’. I have
a lengthy career in FM spanning almost two
decades, and take care to keep up to date
with everything topical in the discipline.
“I’m eager to participate in the dialogue
around the future of this exponentially
growing industry. I enjoy the back-andforth at events like the Facilities Show,
because we’ve learned that this kind of open
communication is what leads to success. I’m
keen to talk about developments in FM, like
the implementation of artificial intelligence
and virtual reality, and learn what others feel

Inspirational
Keynote
Speakers

T820

Build Recruitment is a specialist recruiter
based in London and the south west, with 45
experts based across both locations delivering
bespoke recruitment solutions to partners in

RUBY WAX OBE
19th June 11:30

NICKY MOFFAT CBE
20th June 13:00

SIR CLIVE WOODWARD OBE
21st June 11:30
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on their mobile device as soon as required.
This not only improves staff productivity and
customer service, but can save organisations
significant amounts of capital since they
only use resources when required.
“The show is a great opportunity to
network and catch up with some of our
clients and other like-minded individuals
within the FM sector. I would be lying if I
didn’t say it’s also a good opportunity for me
to check out what our competitors are up to.
“The seminars and networking events are
a great way to keep up to date with industry
trends. I’d definitely like to listen to Sir Clive
Woodward’s talk.
“Every individual within an organisation,
regardless of seniority, faces challenges on
a daily basis. Technology offers solutions to
help overcome many of these challenges.
With this in mind, I believe that new ideas
and inspiration will be the main take-aways
that visitors will get from attending the
show. By talking to exhibitors about your
business goals and challenges, they’ll
be able to provide you with insight and
best practice advice as to how you might
overcome these issues.”

FORBO FLOORING SYSTEMS

will be important for the upcoming generation of
FM experts to master.
“Attending the show this year will bring a
wealth of knowledge to every visitor, and we look
forward to seeing you at the event.”

CRIMSON TIDE MPRO

N920

Crimson Tide MPRO is a
developer of mobile enterprise
solutions. The company
intends to showcase its new
internet of things module,
which has just been made
Dan Teare
available on its mpro5 mobile
workforce platform.
“Mpro5 is a mobile workforce solution,
available across iOS, Android and Windows 10,”
says Dan Teare, UK Sales Manager. “It’s available
on a monthly subscription and can be used by FM
organisations, large and small, to mobilise their
workforce and workflows. There are lots of IoT
‘point solutions’ on the market that are fine for
serving their single purpose, but what happens
to that data once it’s been captured? Who follows
up on that alert? How do they know what to do?
That’s where we step in.
“Through mpro5’s IoT module, follow-up
actions such as jobs or workflows can be
automatically created for field staff to carry out
32
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Forbo Flooring
Systems provides
high-quality
commercial
floor coverings,
which include
linoleum, vinyl,
luxury vinyl tiles,
flocked flooring,
Sharron Kapellar
carpet tiles and
entrance flooring
systems. Focusing on environmentally
friendly, functional and design-orientated
floors, Forbo can guide and support
FM professionals throughout the entire
specification and design process – whatever
the project.
Sharron Kapellar, National Framework
Manager, comments: “At this year’s Facilities
Show, our full product portfolio will be
on display, as well as a preview of a new
carpet tile which is due to be launched later
this year. However, there are two products
that we will be particularly highlighting to
visitors: Step and Modul’up.
“Step is a safety vinyl solution with
on-trend colours and designs giving more
freedom to create beautiful interiors,
without having to compromise on slip
resistance, while Modul’up is our new
adhesive-free sheet vinyl product. Requiring
no adhesive, tackifier or double-sided tape,
Modul’up can be installed quickly and can
be walked on immediately after installation

s

Did you know:

77% of UK office
workers revealed
booking a meeting
room is the most
frustrating aspect
of working in an
office.

Meetings can be better
with Link Meeting Scheduler, by OneSpace
Brought to you by the developers of OneSpace – the leading space utilisation and employee
productivity workplace management platform, Link Meeting Scheduler is the next generation
meeting room management and booking solution that integrates with your existing calendar,
for less time spent planning meetings, and more time spent making decisions.
For more information, got to meetingscanbebetter.com or call on + 44 (0)1638 640028.

Statistics taken from a RedstoneConnect Plc online survey of 100 UK office workers at SME level (Q1 2018)

– reducing downtime and minimising the
impact on day-to-day business.
“Throughout the three days, our specialists
will also be giving advice on our added-value
services. One example is our collaborative
work with the University of Stirling’s
Dementia Services Development Centre
(DSDC), reviewing over 1,000 floor finishes to
assess their suitability for use in dementiafriendly environments. We will also advise
on the benefits of working with us under the
Procure 22 framework (for the development
and delivery of NHS and social care capital
schemes in England) and Crown Commercial
Services (provider of commercial and
procurement services to the public sector).
“We feel that the Facilities Show is an
exhibition not to be missed. It brings together
a wealth of people from all different sectors,
with the same aim of creating inviting,
healthy and safe environments for end
users. It provides us, as a company, with an
opportunity to meet existing and new clients,
as well as listening to what the latest issues
and demands are within the industry, in order
to further improve our product portfolio.”

FSI

R750

According to
Marketing
Manager Sally
Wotton: “FSI will
be showcasing
our facilities
management
software at the
event, including
Sally Wotton
Concept Evolution,
our FSI Go
mobile application solution and the Concept
Advantage suite of apps that can be tailored to
suit end users.
“The Facilities Show allows us not only
to promote our Concept Evolution CAFM
solutions to a new audience, but also gives
us the chance to meet up with existing clients
and provide them with the latest information
on our range. These events are a great
networking tool for the FM profession, as well
as putting FM firmly on, and at the forefront
of, the workplace map.
“The seminars and networking events at
the show provide a well-rounded insight into
current and future hot topics and industry

trends, as well as allowing dialogue with
like-minded industry peers. The benefits of
attending include career development and
training via the workshops and seminars,
learning about the latest and future cuttingedge FM solutions, and networking with
industry peers.
“In terms of the future, I believe that the
show should aim to continue to bring FM
out of the basement and its silos and to the
forefront of the workplace, putting FM directly
in the hands of the end users of a building. A
positive and productive workplace is at the
root of promoting workplace wellbeing and
achieving workforce retention.”

KLEEN-TEX

L700

This is the first
time Kleen-Tex will
be exhibiting at
the Facilities Show.
The company
will highlight its
‘intelligent’ 1-2-3
mat concept,
which aims to
Lee Fox
significantly
reduce cleaning
costs and help to ‘make more of your floor’.
Sales and Marketing Director Lee Fox
explains: “Kleen-Tex advocates using a
three-step system for entrance mats. The first
mat, placed externally, will capture excess
grit and moisture from footwear, while the
second mat, placed just inside the building,
will take care of the remaining grit and more
moisture. The third mat, placed adjacent to
the second mat, will absorb any remaining
traces of dirt and moisture, ensuring that
footwear is as clean as possible when it finally
makes contact with the floor. We’re looking
forward to discussing the concept with a wide
range of facilities managers and other visitors,
including those from overseas, and also
catching up with UK clients.”
He adds: “As with many products, it pays to
invest in a better-quality mat, choosing mats
engineered from nitrile rubber and high-twist
nylon for durability and non-slip. We will have
samples of many items from our product
range, including health and safety, antifatigue, antibacterial and rubber mats.
“With more than 50 years’ experience of
matting, we have developed a wide range of
products, each designed to fulfil a particular
function – from the simple task of keeping
dirt out of a building to helping to protect the
muscles and joints of people who stand for
long periods of time.”

TOTAL SOLUTIONS GROUP

R850

Total Solutions Group is a family-owned
business providing specialist facilities
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AFFORDABLE DESIGN + SEAMLESS FUNCTIONALITY
Concept, design, delivery, installa�on. From start to ﬁnish.
Century Oﬃce are a leading UK oﬃce and contract furniture supplier, with over
40 years’ experience in the industry. We provide aﬀordable workplace solu�ons
and oﬀer a tailored approach for companies of all sizes. From electric sit/stand
desks to innova�ve bench style desking to everyday oﬃce furniture solu�ons,
we cater for all budgets and style.

The office
s
furniture expert
E. sales@century-oﬃce.co.uk
W. www.century-oﬃce.co.uk
T. 0800 0929301

services. It will
be showcasing its
cleaning, highaccess equipment,
drainage and
security divisions.
Sharmin
Akter, Managing
Director, says:
Sharmin Akter
“We will be
launching our
cleaning franchise proposition, Solved365, at
the show. Solved365 franchisees will provide
services including 24/7 disaster recovery,
window cleaning, carpet cleaning and hard
floor restoration, which will allow us to
support our customers throughout the UK.
“In an innovation for the facilities services
industry, a highly controlled model will be
employed, similar to that of fast-food retailers.
Equipment, processes, chemicals, training
and marketing will all be provided centrally,
ensuring consistent, high-quality standards.
“What I enjoy most about the show is the
buzzing atmosphere and meeting a wide
range of people, from company directors to
operatives, from many different companies.
Our full management team will be at the show,
providing an opportunity for everyone to
attend seminars of particular interest to them
and to network, as well as manning our stand.
“I think the show is a fantastic learning
opportunity for visitors and exhibitors, as
there are so many services and products being
showcased, and there are always interesting
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innovations. Visitors
have the opportunity
to meet a variety of
businesses to find solutions to
their problems in a time-efficient way.
I believe innovation is key to the added-value
approach, which is crucial to the FM industry.”

URGENT TECHNOLOGY

P806

“We understand the challenges facing facilities
managers,” says Paul Djuric, CEO of Urgent

Technology,
“which is why our
software delivers
complete visibility
and control of
the maintenance
operation, along
with the data and
insight needed to
Paul Djuric
support informed
budgeting and decision-making. The software
manages reactive and scheduled tasks, and
tracks supplier and asset performance. The
software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform is used
in more than 30,000 locations globally.
“We will be showcasing our CAFM software at
the Facilities Show. We’re also looking forward
to sharing our new business intelligence (BI)
tool with visitors. The embedded BI delivers
powerful, insightful reports at the click of a
button, making it faster than ever to identify
trends and patterns in FM data, and pinpoint
areas of the business requiring improvement.
Visitors will be able to get hands-on with the
tool.
“The Facilities Show brings the whole FM
community together. It is a catalyst for further
conversation, too, and the forward-thinking
line-up promises to highlight new technologies
that facilities managers should have on
their radar. We are looking forward to some
thought-provoking discussion.
“The show also offers an opportunity to
take time away from your day-to-day job and
consider the wider FM picture, which will
hopefully spark new ideas.”

FMJ.CO.UK

WELLBEING

SPONSORED FEATURE

WORKPLACE HYDRATION

ARE YOU DOING IT RIGHT?
Drinking water is an essential consideration in the workplace, but one that many may overlook or take for granted.
You may be surprised to discover just how much of a positive impact the right drinking water solution can have on a
usiness and its sta rom improved ell eing and productivity to sustaina ility and cost savings

A

s an FM you have many options
when it comes to mains-fed
drinking water systems. So how
do you ensure that you make the
right choice? Zip Water UK, known
globally as the drinking water
expert, takes you through the five
factors to consider when specifying.

WHAT’S THE DEMAND?
Hydration has a definite impact
on workplace performance. Plus,
providing great tasting drinks can help
to improve staff morale. Productivity
increases as a person drinks water – a
study by the University of East London
found that well hydrated subjects
performed 14 percent quicker.
So it’s clearly important to ensure
that you choose a system that can
cope with the demands of a busy
workplace. Whether you’re working
with an SME or a blue chip business
with hundreds of employees, you’ll
need to know the amount of people
that will be using the system, what
drinks they require and whether there
are certain times of day when demand
may be higher, such as first thing in
the morning or lunchtime. The team
at Zip have expertise to help you find
the perfect solution – whether it’s a
high capacity chilled drinking water
dispenser like our new Zip HydroChill
or a Zip HydroTap that delivers highly
filtered instant boiling, chilled and
sparkling water. And don’t forget, with
great tasting, convenient drinks on
offer it’s likely that demand will rise!

WHAT SPACE IS AVAILABLE?
Workplace drinks stations and staff
rooms can sometimes be small
areas, in which case you may wish to

consider an on-wall drinking water
solution, such as our Zip Hydroboil
range, saving precious countertop
and cupboard space.
If you have space on the counter for
a tap, choose an under-counter
system. The HydroTap can be fitted
over a sink or on a font and removes
the need for a kettle, minimising
clutter. Remember to check the
dimensions and vent requirements of
the unit in relation to the cupboard
space available.
Zip can also advise on accessibility,
with a range of products that are
compliant with the Equalities Act
2010 and Building Regulations Part M
2004. A number of sections in these
regulations are relevant to drinking
water systems and the measures that
need to be taken to ensure those
with disabilities can use them with
minimum difficulty.

DO I NEED TO CONSIDER DESIGN?
It’s all very well ensuring you choose
a high performance, practical product
that is robust enough to last the test
of time, but FMs also have to consider
interior design, especially in today’s
modern workplaces.
Gone are the days where poor
design was excused if a product was
functional. You can now choose a
drinking water system that matches
seamlessly with the design of the
space you’re specifying for. This is
essential in stylish offices where the
kitchen often doubles as a meeting
space. The proof can be seen in the
popularity of our HydroTap Design
range, which is proving to be a
massive hit thanks to the wide range
of designs and finishes available,
including brushed gold and gunmetal.

IS IT EFFICIENT?
Efficiency is a catch all word, covering
some very important motivations for
the FM. Drinking water systems can
make an impact on time, energy and
cost savings if specified correctly.
To put it in perspective, did you
know that office staff waste an
average of four working days a year
making hot drinks with a kettle? With
the convenience of our reliable instant
boiling water systems, businesses
can improve efficiency while reducing
running costs.
It’s not just employees who will be
more efficient – all of our products
have been designed to handle any
level of demand, all the while saving
power. Our cutting-edge energy
efficient technology keeps the water
flowing without wasting a drop,
so organisations can benefit from
reduced electricity and water bills.

IS IT GOOD FOR THE PLANET?
Not just the icing on the cake – in
this day and age the significance of

sustainability for businesses cannot
be underestimated. Increasingly,
sustainability is aligned with the
objectives and ethos of many
organisations.
As an FM, you have the unique
opportunity to positively impact the
planet by choosing a drinking water
solution that is energy efficient and
eliminates the need to buy plastic
bottled water, which is incredibly
damaging to the environment.
Reducing single-use plastic in
the office is easy when you choose
a system that delivers instant
filtered, chilled water. The new Zip
HydroChill range gives you the option
of having filtered chilled, ambient
and sparkling filtered water, with
counter-top and under-counter
models available, along with refillable
glass bottles.
With world-leading water filtration,
cutting-edge energy efficiency
technology, unique safety features
and a trusted track record, you can
be confident when choosing a Zip
drinking water solution.

Zip can provide you with a range of innovative solutions to fit your needs. Call 0345 6 005 005 to speak
to one of the team.
JUNE 2018
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FOR YOUR
EYES ONLY
Security technology such as body-worn cameras has privacy
implications for those involved in public space surveillance.
Richard Jenkins, Chief Executive of the National Security
Inspectorate (NSI), explains

T

he use of technology, particularly surveillance
systems such as remotely monitored CCTV
and automatic number plate recognition (ANPR),
has reduced the scope of traditional guarding
services such as night patrols and gatehouse duties.
However, new technology also means the role of
security officers is evolving. This means it is more
important than ever to maintain good standards of
professional and technical competence.
In many public environments, such as shopping
centres, the visible presence of security officers is
reassuring and serves as a deterrent for antisocial
behaviour. Use of body-worn video cameras protects
officers working in such locations and can provide
footage for use in criminal prosecutions.
First-generation body-worn video cameras were
introduced in the UK in 2005, but the technology has
only recently become widespread. The cameras record
the wearer’s interactions with the public and can gather
video evidence at crime scenes. They are particularly
useful for providing clarity where traumatic events
affect witnesses’ recall.
There are, however, implications for SIA licensing.
Individuals who view and analyse footage recorded by
body-worn video cameras are technically carrying out
public space surveillance (CCTV) activity – monitoring
members of the public in a public or private space for
purposes other than protecting property or identifying
a trespasser. This means they require a public space
surveillance (CCTV) licence. Those who wear the
cameras but do not watch or review the footage do
not require the licence, since the SIA licence they hold
is likely to cover their activity – whether it is security
guarding or door supervision.
When dealing with matters relating to public space
surveillance (CCTV) activity, the requirements of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), now fully
in force, must be considered. Public space surveillance

(CCTV) captures information about individuals, which
is classed as personal data under the new legislation.
Organisations processing personal data are required
to register as data controllers with the Information
Commissioner’s office.

CODE OF PRACTICE
The Surveillance Camera Commissioner (SCC) code
of practice covers surveillance systems including
body-worn video cameras. Its purpose is to raise
standards and ensure adequate protection of the
public by enabling surveillance providers to benchmark
themselves, encouraging continual improvement,
and ensuring surveillance policy and procedures are
compliant, robust and fit for purpose. This helps to
build public confidence.
The SCC’s certification scheme uses specialist
third-party certification bodies such as NSI to carry
out independent audits of operators. The first step
to gaining certification is the completion of a selfassessment tool. This helps organisations to review
their current practices, identifying opportunities for
improvement as well as areas of risk. (See www.gov.uk/
government/publications/surveillance-camera-codeof-practice-self-assessment-tool)
Independent auditors then seek evidence of
successful implementation of the SCC code of practice
and supporting procedures, including interviewing
relevant members of the team. Their focus is on
reinforcing good practice and identifying potential
areas for improvement. If the auditor recommends
certification, the organisation is entitled to display the
SCC certification mark for five years. There will be an
annual review by the certification body, with a full audit
and recertification after five years.
Generally, when selecting a security provider, FMs
should look for the NSI gold and silver marks of
JUNE 2018
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MANNED
SECURITY
IN ACTION
W

approval, indicating a competent company
that operates to the highest British and
international standards. The SIA’s Approved
Contractor Scheme (ACS) is another way to
identify companies committed to customer
service and the compulsory licensing of
their staff.

TACKLING TAILGATING
Iain Entwistle, Product Marketing Manager
at Meesons AI, says tailgating can most
effectively be prevented by a combination
of manned guarding and entrance control
technology.
Tailgating is the practice by which
someone gains entry to a building or
restricted area by closely following an
authorised person through the entrance.
It’s one of the most common causes of
unauthorised entry and can occur at any
entrance or exit. All buildings are vulnerable
to this kind of breach.
In most cases tailgating happens
innocently, such as when someone follows
a colleague through a security entrance
without using their own pass, or when
someone holds the door for another person
(which people are inclined to do). There
is a clear risk, however, that someone
with malicious intent can gain access to
a building or area with a view to stealing
sensitive data, or simply taking valuables
from cloakrooms.
Entrance control systems such as speed
gates provide a useful first line of defence,
particularly for buildings where there are
multiple entrances. But they work best when
used in conjunction with a security team.
The latest devices work by only permitting
one person to enter or leave the building at
a time, either by using an intelligent physical
barrier, or incorporating sensors that detect
when an unauthorised person attempts to
piggyback their way into the building. Glass
‘wings’ close on the suspect and an alarm is
40
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sounded, alerting security personnel who can
come and deal with the problem.
Meesons security gates can be supplied with
a pressure-sensitive cabinet top feature which
sounds an alarm, or alerts security via the
access control system, should anyone attempt
to climb over the glass wings. Another optional
feature is a fail-safe that can be activated during
an emergency, avoiding the need for a separate
emergency exit.
Speed gates are a flexible solution which can
be freestanding or mounted to a desk. They can
be remotely controlled from a control panel,
allowing security guards or reception staff to
control multiple lanes per panel.
International law firm Bird & Bird decided its
London HQ required an entrance control system
to support its existing security team. Numerous
employees and visitors enter the building on a
daily basis, creating a stream of people passing
through the reception area. Meesons installed
six lanes of EasyGate DG speed gates, consisting
of five single-wing lanes and one dual-wing
lane for wide access. Visitor card collectors were
integrated into six of the cabinets, each with a
capacity of 150 cards.
The client wanted the speed gates to be
controllable from a central location, so controls
were provided at each of three lecterns located
at the front of the building. Remote control
fobs were also provided for the security team,
allowing them to control the barriers from
anywhere within the reception.

hen it comes to protecting the public in a retail
environment, you can’t beat the personal touch.
The Westgrove Group provides cleaning and security staff
for UK shopping centres. Its security personnel are trained
to deal with everything from a terrorist or other emergency
situation to assaults and power outages. Training includes
computer simulations of emergency incidents, advice on
spotting suspicious behaviour, and how to respond to
incidents quickly and calmly in the critical few minutes
before the emergency services arrive.
A shift might involve catching a shoplifter, preventing a
theft, reuniting a lost child with parents, or saving a life.
Claire McKinley-Smith, Managing Director of The Westgrove
Group, thinks her people “do some incredible things” to
protect the public.
Two Westgrove security guards at Kennet Shopping Centre
in Newbury, Berkshire, helped save a man’s life after he was
stabbed. Richard Farley and Paulo Ribeiro were doing their
rounds when they saw a man putting a cover for a knife in a
bin. They found another man with a serious knife wound in a
nearby public toilet, called for help, gave emergency first aid
and stayed with the victim until the ambulance arrived.
They were awarded Outstanding Act of the Year at The
Westgrove Group annual awards, and also received an ACS
Pacesetters Security Officer of Distinction Award. Their
Westgrove colleagues Alan Parkes and Lianne Doran picked
up the same award after stepping in to help a lady with a
young baby who had suffered a cardiac arrest in a mall.
Other colleagues came to the rescue after a motorcyclist
crashed and fell off his bike. Security teams have stopped
pickpockets, while others put their own safety at risk to step
in and drag people to safety after a man was attacked. Others
again were praised for their swift action in dealing with a
violent man in a store and a woman wielding a large kitchen
knife in a public place.
Steven Brooks, a night shift officer at Templars Square,
Oxford, was thanked for working closely with the police. He
spotted 16 drug deals, two people wanted by the police, two
bike thefts, children vandalising property, and a man driving
after his licence had been revoked. He also came to the aid
of a woman in distress after a physical assault, and reported
two suspicious males who had stolen money from an elderly
man’s bank card.
David Leyland of Hardshaw Shopping Centre in St Helens
was patrolling when he was made aware of a small boy
being assaulted outside one of the units. Leyland went to the
scene and found the little boy lying on the floor, having been
seriously attacked. He put his first aid training into action and
checked the child for signs of concussion or other injuries,
remaining with him until help arrived.

SAFETY FIRST - ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE - QUALITY ASSURED
ELTI srl and its engineers have been working since 1997 to ensure lifting equipment is safe to use and operate.
In the UK, ELTI works to the LOLER and PUWER regulations to help facility managers achieve compliance.
Contact us to discuss your requirements.

WWW.ELTI-UK.COM

22 EASTCHEAP, LONDON, EC3M 1EU
020 3011 1290 / enquiries@elti-uk.com
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THE ELEMENTAL
WORKPLACE
Neil Usher, Workplace Consultant and Author
of new book The Elemental Workplace, tells
us not to bother with creating the perfect
workplace. Create a fantastic one instead

“

Perfection is achieved not when there is
nothing left to add, but when there is nothing
left to take away,” said Antoine de Saint-Exupéry.
It is hard to conceive of a perfect workplace. It
would exist only in the merest sliver of time.
That is because a workplace is never complete, it
exists in permanent beta, constantly pushed, pulled
and cajoled by forces over which it has no control.
Buffeted by the external commercial and political
environment, subject to the sudden changes of
direction of the corporate wind, the ebb and flow
of people passing through, and the technologies
and innovations woven within, the workplace is far
less fixed, far less a product than it appears. It will
have moments where the delicate balance is right,
fleeting but important, but for the majority of time
it will be adapting with us.
This state of becoming rather than being
accepted, a better aim than perfection is a fantastic
workplace, one we want to go to when faced with a
multitude of choices of where to work.
Despite the popular and all-too-often repeated
adage, while work is something we do (a verb) it
is also a place we go (noun) to do it. It is invariably
only repeated by those who don’t want to talk
about the physical workplace. As it seems from the
artificial world of perfect-teeth stock photography,
we can work on a beach with an apparently glareand-sand-proof laptop. The choices are becoming
increasingly varied and (other than in this case)
possible.
Our challenge in this landscape is to make that
in which we need to invest as flexible as possible,
and allow these complex forces to shape what
we create over time. We need soft hands and an
understanding of – and relationship with – that
which we are moulding. We are taking workspace,
by definition uninhabited, with its potential
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importance to an organisation enables us
to map the present against a desired state.
No productivity, though? Papers such
as the Stoddart Review made much of the
use of a probable yet unprovable increase
in productivity as a route to justifying
investment in the workplace. Disentangling
the contribution of workplace to
organisational productivity from the
myriad of other influences has remained
the grail of workplace consultants for
decades. The six Es creates a richer, deeper
justification, complementing the desire of
many organisations in the modern era for
performance with purpose.
There is a case to be constructed on the
strong conviction that it is the right thing
to do, for both human and commercial
reasons. People will want to work for an
organisation that looks after its people
– and will want to stay (but let’s stop
calling people ‘talent’, shall we?). A strong
conviction is more useful to us than shaky
data. From the right thing to do for the
organisation and its people, productivity
will in all likelihood follow.

FANTASTIC IN PRACTICE
for something to happen within, and
adding people to create a place to work,
a workplace. Space – predictable, stable,
benign – transforms into the opposite
with the addition of the wonderful
unpredictability of humanity. It turns
the interesting into the fascinating. It is
that simple a proposition, despite the
inordinate amount of waffle written in
architectural sphere about ‘placemaking’:
take a space, add people.
The Elemental Workplace – published this
year – sets out to describe in simple and
accessible terms why we need a fantastic
workplace, how we create it and what it
comprises. It is based on over 25 years of
global corporate real estate leadership
at companies as varied as Warner Bros,
Honeywell, Rio Tinto and Sky – including
the multi-award-winning Sky Central.
Occupiers don’t write books though, do
they?

MAKING THE CASE
That we need a fantastic workplace is by no
means a foregone conclusion. C. Northcote
Parkinson in his book Parkinson’s Law
(famous for another statement, its opening
gambit) states that “a perfection of planned
layout is achieved only by institutions on
the point of collapse.” There are leaders
who feel that their business, born in the
dust of adversity, may lose its essence, its
hunger, if it considers the needs of itself
above its purpose. They’re still happy in

the dust. The case, therefore, still needs to
be made.
In this instance a model helps. It is
based on Frank Duffy’s original three Es of
workplace strategy: efficiency in the form
of responsible cost and spatial metrics,
respecting the commercial
considerations; the
effectiveness to
ensure that
everything
needed is
provided
and works,
and people
can be at
their best
every day;
and the
expression
of the
organisation’s
DNA through
its workplace,
creating advocacy and
commitment.
To these were added three more Es: a
focus on the environment such that we
leave as light a footprint on the planet as
possible; the digital representation of the
organisation and its workplace in the ether,
where in an age of instant accountability
demonstrably living its values becomes
essential; and an energy for our people,
a deeper and more comprehensive idea
of wellbeing. Assessing their relative

What does a fantastic workplace comprise?
The proposition is simple, based on an
equal consideration of 12 core elements
– daylight, connectivity, space, choice,
influence, control, refresh, sense, comfort,
inclusion, wash and storage. The approach
is free of the constraints of sector,
location, workstyle or
budget – a universally
transferable model.
Each element
still needs a
considerable
amount of
briefing and
design to
create, and
a balance
to be arrived
at, and the
periodic table
format allows
each organisation
to determine the
relative importance of
each. But there is unlikely to
be a fantastic workplace not based on the
12 elements, anywhere.
Yet knowing what we want and why we
need it, how do we actually do this? That
means the approach, method and mindset,
not what it looks like and whether it has a
slide. It is all too often that an evaluation
of how lurches straight to the aesthetic,
and the pictorial nature of much of what
we find online rarely helps us extricate

The six Es creates a
richer deeper ustiﬁcation
complementing the desire of
many organisations in the
modern era for performance
with purpose.”
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ourselves from the shimmer. There is
a process based on following a series
of design principles, and devising an
approach to change focused on the way
people are rather than the way you want
them to be.
The design principles, like the elements
themselves, are transferable – gathering
enough evidence while leaving the space
to consider opportunity, remaining betaminded (as we have explored
here), being thorough
with the development
of a sound brief,
keeping our
language,
“Finally, embrace the Bill
intent and
and Ted approach from their 1989
ideas simple,
staying
ﬁlm
e e cellent to each other
focused
If we treat each other respectfully
on people,
staying
and considerately, much of what has
relevant (and
een descri ed in the ﬁrst our
thus avoiding
considerations will happen
fads), keeping
everything
naturally.”
in balance and
sweating the small
stuff.
While the potential of the
workplace to positively benefit individuals
and organisations is huge, a fantastic
workplace alone won’t fix a rotten culture.
Yet handling a cultural challenge is
nowhere near as complex as the snakeoil peddlers would have it. There are five
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simple cultural contributions that go a
long way towards creating a positive and
beneficial working environment.
The first is to talk to people like adults
– essentially because they are adults.
Simple language, regular dialogue, clear
explanation, a why/how/what framework,
pre-empting questions that will be asked
in response, and a format for enabling twoway dialogue all go towards comprising
adultspeak. It doesn’t have to be perfect
– in fact, it’s better when not. We can get
this wrong at both ends of the spectrum,
through over-formalised ‘corporate
comms’ or, at the other extreme,
hipsterglyphics.
Second, allow people to adapt
rather than forcing them to adopt
a new behaviour at a given time.
It is the fundamental error with
workplace change management.
Let people take the time they need
to decide the change is right for
them and what it means for them. So
many workplace change programmes
try to force adoption, and in so doing
become fixated on the resistors. This is
particularly so when transitioning to an
agile workplace, with probably the worst,
most soul-destroying examples resulting in
the insanity of ‘enforced agile’.
Third, trust people to work when, where
and how they choose. They will need
the space, the portable technology and,
most of all, the permission to exercise this
choice, but will respond to being trusted

with trust of the organisation and its
leadership. Trust is infectious.
Fourth, model the behaviour you want
to see – and ensure this happens from the
very top of the organisation. Leaders will
be watched far more than they are listened
to. In making a commitment to change,
leaders need to ask their teams to hold
them to it, as this is another way to create a
bond of trust.

BE EXCELLENT
Finally, embrace the Bill and Ted approach
from their 1989 film – “be excellent to each
other”. If we treat each other respectfully
and considerately, much of what has been
described in the first four considerations
will happen naturally. You can choose to
do this; it is an attitude, it is in your hands.
All five cultural contributors are examples
of good neighbourliness. Embedding this
removes the need to be instructive and
prescriptive with protocols and etiquette.
There is no need for this if people are
allowed the time to understand why
change can be positive for them, so that
they decide to change. What a relief.
The drive behind the creation of the
elemental workplace is a belief that
everyone deserves a fantastic workplace
– that it is the right thing to do, that it is
attainable, and that it is simple if we focus
on the right things. We have talked about
it for long enough. There are no more
excuses; it’s time to get on with it.
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Keeping it cool

In our special HVAC focus, heating and ventilation specialists explain the importance of local
climate hen speci ying cooling systems the signiﬁcance o ot
and hat to do i your
systems break down

I

n the search for energy and water efficiencies,
cooling system specification can depend
largely on regional weather conditions. Cooler
climates like the UK are ideal for dry cooling or
even free cooling to reduce energy consumption,
but only if the relationship between local
weather conditions and system performance is
clearly understood.
Transtherm Cooling Industries is a designer
and manufacturer of adiabatic technology. The
company champions the use of climatic data in
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system design. Says Director Tim Bound: “During
the specification stage, much emphasis is put on
the anticipated efficiency and optimal performance
outputs of a potential new cooler. This can be
demonstrated in a number of ways, but the most
efficient method of all is to analyse the specification
against regional climatic weather data – something
that many manufacturers of cooling technology just
aren’t doing.”
Even in the very early stages of specification, he
says, decision-makers can narrow down which

cooling technologies they should tender by arming
themselves with some basic weather data for
the UK. “For example, we know from a variety of
sources, including the Met Office, that the average
daily temperatures in the south west of England
range from 5°C in January to 16.4°C in August,
giving an average temperature across the year of
around 10.3°C. Using this as a threshold, specifiers
can make an informed choice for the selection of
cooling technology that performs most efficiently
in that region. It’s also important to remember
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that technology which leverages
cooler UK temperatures can
reduce reliance on water-hungry
evaporative cooling.”
He points out that adiabatic
technology can work efficiently in its
more efficient, dry cooling mode for
97 per cent of the year when operating in
colder climates like the UK, only switching
to evaporative cooling when temperatures
exceed 21-23°C. In mission-critical
environments, that equates to a tiny three
per cent of the year.
So how much can weather data tell us?
Using regional weather data from recent
years, dedicated manufacturers can
furnish their customers with complete
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breakdowns based on typical local dry bulb
temperatures, and how many hours in a
representative year the region experiences
that temperature. Armed with this, new
product quotations can be accompanied
by an annual close-estimate summary,
highlighting which mode the cooler will
operate in throughout the year, how much
energy and water it will consume, and
how successful it will be in producing
the required outlet water temperature as
regional temperatures fluctuate.
Such an analysis can also give highly
accurate indicative annual opex costs,
offering complete transparency at the point
of specification.
Free cooling, says Bound, can generate
substantial cost and energy savings across a
multitude of manufacturing and processing
applications where water cooling is
essential. Free cooling is a process which
uses cold air from outside to cool water
within a chilled water system. While it is
not a direct replacement for chillers with
refrigerated compressor units, it offers an
alternative that saves energy
and money for up to nine
months of the year
when the outside
air is cool enough
– preventing
or reducing
the need
for energyconsuming
chillers when
the external
conditions allow.
“Thanks to the
extremely high
energy efficiency
of air blast coolers,”
he comments, “operators
can take advantage of low ambient
air temperatures wherever possible
throughout the year, totally or partially
offloading the refrigerated chiller as
appropriate.
“For businesses in the UK, where even

The growth of the internet
of things and connected devices
means there is no excuse for
any organisation to go without
a detailed plan of building
services, including HVAC
equipment.”
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spring and autumn can be particularly
cool, payback on a system of this nature
can be as short as four to six months, with
substantial cost savings after that. Free
cooling systems can also be retrofitted to
most pre-existing water cooling equipment
to prevent the need for a full cooling
system overhaul – which means even more
businesses can benefit from this trend as it
continues to become best practice.”

PLANNING IS THE KEY
Shaun Hurworth of Glen Dimplex Heating
and Ventilation notes the impact of Lot
20 of the EU’s Energy Efficiency Directive,
launched in January, and why this requires
good planning on the part of HVAC
providers.
“Like so much of facilities management
best practice, the key is in the planning,” he
says. “The growth of the internet of things
and connected devices means there is no
excuse for any organisation to go without a
detailed plan of building services, including
HVAC equipment. This enables forward
planning and easy identification of any
issues to allow for a swift response, and
should always be the first step for any FM.
However, it pays to work closely with your
chosen equipment supplier too.”
Lot 20 signalled the biggest change in
electric heating for more than 20 years.
Aimed at improving the efficiency of heating
products, the legislation states that all
‘fixed’ local heating appliances (those which
generate heat in the location in which they
are situated) must meet a minimum energy
efficiency standard. In many cases, this
can be achieved through the addition of
intelligent controls.
“As a result, leading manufacturers have
redesigned their products to incorporate
a range of features such as open window
detection and anticipatory control, with
integral controls now required on all direct
acting electric heaters,” says Hurworth.
“Crucially, this has given us the opportunity
to standardise the intelligent control system
JUNE 2018
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erhaps the main eneﬁt o renting air conditioning is
not having to concern yourself with any maintenance
or repair works.”
used across many Dimplex products.”
Driven by the requirements of Lot 20,
facilities managers can take advantage of
consistent controls for easier and quicker
operation of their HVAC system, reducing
running costs and improving comfort for the
building occupants.
“But,” says Hurworth, “don’t forget that
one of the best ways to maximise system
performance is to design it correctly in the
first place. So often HVAC systems are made
to work harder than they need to because
of incorrect specification, which can lead
to reduced efficiencies and more frequent
breakdowns.”

COPING WITH THE UNEXPECTED
As Carl Webb, Andrew Sykes Specialist
Division & HVAC Director points out, “It’s
not uncommon for HVAC systems to be
overlooked and forgotten about until
something goes wrong. When things are
working as they should be, the chances are
your clients won’t even notice the presence
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of air conditioning or heating. But when
these vital amenities break down, there is
no hiding place.”
So, what should you do when this
situation arises?
In an ideal world, says Webb, you will
already be in contact with a reliable HVAC
supplier capable of fulfilling your needs.
“The issue of climate control – or lack
thereof – has the potential to seriously
damage morale and productivity if not
properly addressed. By hiring equipment
on a temporary basis, temperature-related
frustrations are quickly placated without
the hassle of capital investment, relocation,
set-up, storage, maintenance and other
ownership costs.”
He believes that hiring heating or
air-conditioning units on a short-term
basis has several advantages over buying
outright. The flexibility afforded to
customers who rent equipment means that
it can be removed as soon as any extreme
seasonal temperatures subside. Should
circumstances change unexpectedly,

the quantity and capacity of units on the
customer’s site can quickly be altered to
accommodate the new requirement. This
adaptable arrangement also circumvents
the often protracted process of getting
capital expenditure authorised for any
equipment purchase.
“By recognising that cooling or heating
equipment will be required before the
winter or summer seasons arrive, facilities
managers have more time to source
and secure the right solution. In order
to simplify this procedure, specialist
engineers should be on hand to conduct a
free site survey to establish the equipment
configuration. This allows them to identify
which units are most suitable for the
building or space in question.”
Although a permanent heating system
is installed in almost every facility, with
air conditioning also installed in many,
supplementary components are often
required to work alongside what is there
already.
“Perhaps the main benefit of renting
air conditioning is not having to concern
yourself with any maintenance or repair
works,” says Webb. “As part of any contract
you have in place with a supplier, you
should ensure their technicians are on
call 24 hours a day to support you in the
event of a breakdown. This service ought to
come at no extra cost and will afford your
customers complete peace of mind.
“When a fixed system undergoes a period
of planned upkeep, durable yet economical
HVAC units represent the perfect
replacement while necessary repairs are
carried out. This equipment will therefore
deliver a comfortable environment until
scheduled work has concluded. Outdoor
temperatures may fluctuate on a day-today basis, but with a rapid response to
emergencies, your client’s business will
continue to function normally.”
In March, a facilities manager working on
behalf of the Bank of England contacted
Andrews Air Conditioning regarding a
planned shutdown, which involved airhandling units in their uninterrupted power
supply (UPS) room being taken offline. The
client wished to maintain temperatures of
23C inside the application, meaning some
temporary air-conditioning units were
required while onsite cooling services were
decommissioned.
An Andrews technician recommended
the use of 10 PAC 22 split-type units, which
are specifically designed for use inside
telecommunications facilities alongside
temperature-sensitive hardware. “Once
operational, the short-term arrangement
succeeded in keeping temperatures at the
desired level,” says Webb, “ensuring that
the UPS room was completely unaffected by
the transitory climate control change.”
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THE SMALLEST

ROOM
he state o the toilets strongly a ects perceptions o an
organisation eading suppliers share their thoughts on ho
to create a elcoming ashroom and promote good hygiene
even in a limited space

DR PETER BARRATT
TECHNICAL MANAGER, INITIAL WASHROOM
HYGIENE
Providing clean and comfortable washroom
facilities for staff or customers is essential. It’s also
an important component of your business’ brand,
as it’s often a place that shapes visitors’ very
important first impressions of an organisation.
Facilitating a positive washroom experience is
also vital for maintaining employee wellbeing.
Even though your washroom may be the
smallest room in your facility, it can have a big
impact on visitor experience. Here are our tips for
making your washroom as welcoming as possible.
Injecting some colour in a washroom could
not only make the environment more visually
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appealing to visitors, it can deliver benefits in
terms of positively influencing their psychology.
For example, coloured washroom products
are designed to harness the power of colour
psychology to encourage improved hygiene
habits.
Make sure you are meeting female users’
hygiene needs. Our research found that 54 per
cent of women in the UK have experienced a
situation in which there was no feminine hygiene
unit located in the toilet cubicle when they
needed one. Even if your washroom lacks space,
you should ensure every cubicle in the female
washroom has a sanitary bin. Providing reliable
and durable sanitary disposal units also helps
prevent blockages in your washroom plumbing
and could save you from expensive repairs.
Take action to avoid unpleasant, offputting
odours. Scenting products can help to control and
minimise the smells that come from malodourproducing bacteria. You may want to consider
installing air fresheners that automatically
dispense fragrance to help neutralise odours
and create a pleasant-smelling environment. An
air purifier can also help to eradicate airborne
bacteria and viruses, including the flu virus, E.
coli, salmonella, streptococcus, rhinovirus and
hepatitis A.
Washrooms offer the opportunity to improve
poor hygiene habits and create an environment
that encourages best hygiene practice. For
example, washing hands properly after using the
toilet significantly helps prevent the spread of
germs, bacteria and illness, so equipping your
washrooms with enough sinks, soap dispensers
and hand dryers (and ensuring they work
properly) is important.
Hand sanitisers can form a long-lasting barrier
against microbes and provide ongoing protection
for several hours after use. If space allows,
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installing a hand sanitiser dispenser in your
washrooms or public areas can encourage
a more proactive approach to hand hygiene
among visitors.
Finally, bacteria and viruses spread
easily from one person to another through
indirect contact with contaminated
surfaces. Reducing the number of ‘touch
points’ within the washroom reduces crosscontamination.

CHRIS WAKEFIELD
VICE PRESIDENT, EUROPEAN MARKETING
AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, GOJO
INDUSTRIES-EUROPE
Technology is playing an increasingly
important part in our lives, so it should
come as no surprise that innovative
businesses are ensuring the washroom is
included in the digital revolution.
The importance of hand hygiene to our
wider wellbeing cannot be overstated, yet
surveys regularly tell us that not enough
people wash their hands properly (or at all)
when visiting the washroom. It is vital that
people are educated about the benefits of
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proper hand hygiene practices, and the
best suppliers will be able to assist FM
managers with appropriate signage and
advice on the correct positioning of handwashing and sanitising solutions.
However, making behaviour change
happen is never straightforward and a
combination of approaches is required.
Along with information campaigns, having
the right washroom systems is crucial. No
matter what the size of the washroom,
the most successful will combine good
aesthetics, accessibility and ease of use.
Dispensers should be equipped with
pleasant and effective, hygienically
advanced formulations.
Innovative technology can play a
significant role in improving hand hygiene
and perceptions of the washroom. People
can be reluctant to touch taps, dispensers
and dryers if they don’t look clean or
are leaking. Touch-free options remove
this problem by sensing the presence of
hands. In the case of soap dispensers,
they are designed to release just the right
amount of product every time, reducing
mess and waste in the washroom. Touch-
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free options also have higher hygiene
ratings.
But fitting the best systems is not the end
of it. Monitoring and maintaining stock
levels, and ensuring hand hygiene audits
are completed, are essential tasks that
can be very time consuming. Once again,
technology can make the difference. For
example, as part of our holistic approach
to preventing the spread of germs, we
now offer two mobile apps designed to
help reduce maintenance time spent on
dispensers and improve hand hygiene
performance.
The alert app is a preventative
maintenance system that continuously
monitors hand hygiene dispensers and
provides predictive analytics that lead to
productivity improvements. The secure
software web portal allows users to
customise alerts and alarms that includes
data on dispenser usage, estimated refill
replacement dates, alarm status and
history.
The observation app provides feedback,
delivers reports immediately for both
hand hygiene and PPE compliance, and
JUNE 2018
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saves valuable time. It helps to improve the
efficiency of completing hand hygiene audits,
delivering targeted reporting to help improve
washroom standards. Both apps can be used
by FMs to effectively plan stock replacement,
staffing allocations and training requirements,
all from their phone or tablet.
Even with a limited space, by harnessing
the available technology options, FM
managers can take great strides in
improving perceptions and hygiene
standards in the washroom,
and ultimately the facility as a
whole.

MARK JANKOVICH
CEO, DELPHIS ECO
As consumers, we all have a
view on hygiene, especially
when we eat out at pubs,
restaurants and hotels. Particular
areas include the washroom, the
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tabletop, the floor, and the cleanliness of
the crockery and glasses. A clean front of
house makes you feel good about the back
of house, which is why every washroom
should be a welcoming and hygienic
environment, no matter how small the
space.
New advances mean that
washrooms can not
only be clean but
green. Harmful
cleaning
chemicals are
increasingly
coming
under
scrutiny in
the media
for the
unintentional
consequences
to health and
environment. At
the same time, the
use of plastic and how
it is disposed of is becoming
as important as food provenance,
increasingly driven by the consumer.
Alongside this, increasingly cleaning
operators are looking to communicate
best practice in their washrooms even
when there is very little space. Some of
our own customers use small cards to
say that they care passionately about the
environment and are proud to present
spotless washrooms, which are cleaned
using ecologically-friendly, all-natural
cleaning products that are less harmful to
environment and the public.

e advances mean that
ashrooms can not only e clean
ut green arm ul cleaning chemicals
are increasingly coming under scrutiny
in the media or the unintentional
conse uences to health and
environment

CAROLINE STANLEY
HEAD OF MARKETING, UK, KIMBERLYCLARK PROFESSIONAL
Poor washroom hygiene can expose
employees and guests to microbes that can
cause sickness. And the new generation of jet
air dryers are increasing the risk. Jet air dryers
are often depicted as a compact, faster and
more hygienic way to dry hands – yet studies
have claimed they can increase the bacteria
on fingers by up to 42 per cent.
One American study found that nearly 95
per cent of adults do not wash long enough
to thoroughly clean the bacteria and viruses
from their hands. Another concluded that
using a jet air dryer means that hands are
more likely to be recontaminated during
the drying process. Your hands may actually
end up more contaminated than before you
washed them.
In a small washroom, the problem is
compounded; water droplets that could
contain bacteria and viruses are blown into
the air, travelling as far as two metres and
lingering in the air for up to 15 minutes.
Several studies support the case that singleuse paper towels are the most hygienic way
to dry hands. One found that using a jet air
dryer dispersed 1,300 times more viruses than
drying with paper towels. Drying with paper
reduces bacteria on fingers by up to 77 per
cent, and is recommended by WHO guidelines
on hand hygiene in health care. The rubbing
process of paper towels physically removes
bacteria along with moisture.
In fact, faced with a choice of drying
methods, 90 per cent of people showed a
behavioural preference for paper towels over
jet air dryers in the washroom.

A COMPLETE SOLUTION FOR A
HEALTHIER ENVIRONMENT

VISIT US

at the Facilities Show
on stand N950

HEAVY DUTY CLEANSING

CONDITIONING

Use the mildest, most effective hand
cleaner to help maintain good skin health
and address the problems associated
with occupational skin disease.

Conditioning skin not only helps
improve how skin looks and feels,
workers can be more productive
when their skin is in good
condition.

SANITISING

GENERAL CLEANSING

Germs are everywhere. Put PURELL®
hand and surface sanitisers in areas
where it can be easily accessible.

Handwashing is one of the best
ways to remove germs, avoid
getting sick, and prevent the spread
of germs to others.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR LOCAL
GOJO REPRESENTATIVE OR CALL +44 (0) 1908 588444

©2018. GOJO Industries – Europe Ltd. All rights reserved.

WOW!
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OUR ‘MATS WITH BRAINS’
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!
Visit us at the Facilities Show in London and find out
about our Kleen-Tex 3 step intelligent mat technology.

2

1

3 Reduce dirt and slash cleaning costs
3 Prevent slips and trips
3 Give your floors the WOW factor
Kleen-Tex 3 step technology helps to “make more of your floor”.
Find out more about our comprehensive new product range at:

www.kleen-tex.co.uk

STAND

L700
Kleen-Tex A5 FMJ Advert May.indd 1
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NEW DYNASONICS TFX-500W ULTRASONIC
FLOW METER
Bell Flow Systems now offering the New Dynasonics TFX-500w Ultrasonic
Clamp-on Flow Meter
Launched at the recent Hanover Messe exhibition in Germany, by US
manufacturer Badger Meter. The new Dynasonics line product is a versatile,
cost-effective solution for measuring water flow in industrial applications.
Providing an economical solution for measuring water flow bi-directionally
in a variety of applications. This new model is remarkably easy to install thanks to its clamp-on design. As a result, there is no requirement to tap or
cut the pipe. Simply attach the meters sensors to the outer structure of the
pipework to complete
the installation. This
makes the TFX-500w
ideal for existing
projects, as retrofitting
to existing systems is
simple and quickly
completed, removing
the requirement for any
system shut down time. Furthermore, there is no loss of pressure as a result of
the non-invasive design of this ultrasonic flow meter. The TFX-500w is capable
of measuring flow rate, velocity and water flow with precision and accuracy.
Finally, a large and user friendly display screen completes the design.
Thanks to its flexible range of sizing and temperature handling abilities, the
TFX-500w is an extremely versatile flow meter. The Dynasonics TFX-500w is
well suited to a range of applications. Typical examples include water systems,
wastewater effluent, agricultural irrigation and industrial discharge.

Closomat, manufacturer of Britain’s biggest-selling brand of wash & dry toilets
and assistive bathroom fixtures, is launching a series of CPD sessions.
The new programme
can be delivered either
at the recipients’ offices,
Closomat’s own showroom in
Manchester, or at its factory in
Stoke on Trent.
The training can be
tailored to individual
requirements, addressing
everything from the broad
design considerations in
specifying an accessible
bathroom or Changing Places assisted accessible facility, to elements such
as considerations in choosing specific equipment- wash & dry toilets, hoists,
washbasins.
Further, the detail can be picked to cover everything from a general
overview, to specification issues including legislative requirements, and best
practice guidelines, and user evolution.
“Assistive bathroom and toilet technology has seen a raft of changes just in
a few months,” explains Closomat Sales Director Mark Sadler. “There has also
been a number of changes to legislation and guidelines.
“We’ve therefore developed our training programme to focus on whatever
specific elements the attendees want particularly to cover, enabling them,
in just an hour or so, to be ‘up to speed’. They will leave knowing they are,
henceforth, specifying appropriately and correctly, achieving best value for
the provider and recipient.”

 www.bellflowsystems.co.uk

 www.clos-o-mat.com

 0800 027 7786

 0161 969 1199

CUTTING-EDGE CITY COLLEGE STAYS AHEAD
OF THE CURVE WITH PVC-U TRUNKING

STANLEY SECURITY HELPS REDUCE ANTI SOCIAL
BEHAVIOUR AT RESIDENTIAL BLOCKS

Marshall-Tufflex’s sleek
new Sterling Curve cable
management system has been
fitted throughout a new £13
million building at City College
Plymouth in Devon.
The Regional Centre of
Excellence for STEM (science,
technology, engineering and
maths) is the biggest investment in skills training in Plymouth for many years
and is the college’s direct response to the skills shortages identified in the
region over the past decade.
Sterling Curve Profile 1 has been used as a dado trunking system to supply
data to all teaching areas in this state-of-the-art facility, and contributes to the
high spec finish. The Cat 7a compliant trunking is part of Marshall-Tufflex’s
popular and proven Sterling range. It is easy and cost effective to install and
incorporates a 25mm bend radius that allows it to easily tackle corners.
The medium sized PVC-U trunking has three segregated compartments to
aid streamlined cable management. The trunking profile – which is curved
top and bottom – is specifically designed to
stop clutter, prevent dust traps and be easily
cleaned.
Available in white or charcoal as standard,
fittings include flush power and data
accessories and boxes that comply with Part
M/DDA requirements for visual impairment.

STANLEY Security, one of the UK’s leading security providers, has installed
new CCTV and intercom systems at a number of residential blocks for property
management company Griffin Grays. The result has been a reduction in antisocial behaviour and a more efficient way
of working.
The latest addition to its range of
services, Griffin Block Management is a
managing agent service specifically for
residential blocks in the Thurrock area.
To provide customers with a
professional, effective and value for
money service, Griffin Grays was keen to
investigate latest cost-effective security
options, including an alternate supplier to
its intercom systems.
STANLEY Security has installed new audio intercom systems, featuring
modern vandal proof panels on entrances and new handsets in apartments.
In addition to replacing the intercoms, STANLEY Security has also helped
Griffin Grays tackle an issue all too common to blocks of flats: fly tipping.
“Most sites have bin stores that are close to the roads which encourages nonresidents to fly tip large items,” states Pam Honeywell, Property Manager for
Griffin Grays. STANLEY Security has installed small IP networked CCTV systems
in these properties, consisting of four external cameras and some internal
where required. The CCTV has had an immediate positive impact.
STANLEY Security has completed work at eight sites to date with a further
three underway. Each are under a 10-year contract which includes full service.

 www.marshall-tufflex.com

 www.stanleysecurity.co.uk

 marketing@marshall-tufflex.com
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Avoid a messy
situation with
Metro Rod
Come and see us at
the Facilities Show,
we’ll be at stand N930.
Metro Rod is a leading strategic partner for
organisations across the UK. We provide
drain cleaning and maintenance services,
creating value through utilising an innovative
approach and use of technologies to provide
exceptional service 24 hours a day, every
single day of the year.

Clearing
blocked
drains

Tanker
services

Drain surveys
and sewer
inspection

Drain
repair

Gutter
clearance

Plumbing

Pre-planned
maintenance

Septic tank
management

Call our drainage experts today for a FREE site check!

0800 66 88 00 or email info@metrorod.co.uk

Visit our website metrorod.co.uk
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THE KEYS TO A SUCCESSFUL SUBCONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP
The relationship between contractors and
subcontractors can be a fraught one, but the
benefits of a good relationship can be huge. By
2020, according to a report from Gartner™, over
40 per cent of field service work will be performed
by technicians who are not employees of your
organisation. Aligning yourself to progress with
these trends is key if you are to continue to provide
the best customer service. Great collaboration
needs to exist at every stage in order for companies
and their subcontractors to work efficiently in our
changing world of work.

 Using New Technology
Smart communication must be the next step
forward if the facilities management industry
wants to ensure that it progresses and keeps in
step with digital technologies. One example of
a smart communications platform is Okappy.
Companies can connect to employees, customers
and subcontractors with Okappy; providing a
networked approach to job management.

UNLOCKING A SUCCESSFUL SUB-CONTRACTUAL
RELATIONSHIP MEANS:

Easy to Use: Having technology that is intuitive to
pick up is important for successful sub-contractual
relationships. You don’t want your staff or
subcontractors to waste precious time with an overly
complicated system.

 Disrupting the Norm
Old fashioned methods of documenting the
status of work such as using paper job sheets can
lead to errors, which delay jobs. Subcontractors
can often complicate this process further
still. Even if one company has a great internal
communications software the benefit may be lost
when the company works with other companies
with different systems in place. Challenging the
status quo is often necessary in order to improve
the way a project is run.

 Embracing New Ways of Working
Collaboration propels learning whilst stretching
the boundaries of your organisation. Working
together encourages new approaches and
inspires an “out-of-the-box” way of thinking
amongst team members; breeding future
partnerships and fostering new relationships.
Positive, creative and proactive changes can occur
from companies working together.

WHAT’S IMPORTANT WHEN IMPLEMENTING NEW
TECHNOLOGIES?

Remote and Real-Time Updates: This means having
an instantaneous two way flow of information
between all stakeholders. It means subcontractors
out in the field have the correct information to hand
and the office is kept in the loop as a job progresses.
Information in One Place: Having all your
information in one place makes it easier to find,
resulting in less disputes, less frustration and
more proactive responses. With the latest job
management platforms, this can encompass the
whole flow from the early stages of adding an initial
job right through to raising an invoice.
Offline Mode: Being able to communicate when
there is no network connection is particularly
important, even more so if you are using
subcontractors that are out on site.

Easily Build Your Network: Being able to build a
network with your customers and subcontractors
can help cement relationships, promote your
services and highlight new opportunities to grow
your business.
Automated Audit Trails: Make sure you have a
secure audit trail so you can instantly see who
did what and when. This makes any questions or
disputes that occur down the line much easier to
resolve.
Supports Business Growth: As your company
evolves, it’s important that the technology you use
doesn’t just support your current needs, but also
takes into account your future needs.
A Networked Approach: The core attribute of a
network approach is that each new user makes
the service more valuable to all existing users. The
more value added by each additional user, the more
powerful the network will be.

MOVING FORWARD
More than ever, the working world is revolving
around having a networked approach to job
management. Responding and staying ahead
of these trends is critical if businesses are to
keep up with, or beat, the competition. Using
new technologies like Okappy’s networked job
management software, whilst collaborating with
subcontractors, streamlines communications,
increases productivity and creates space for new
ideas. Emerging software is not the only solution
to improving intercompany relationships, but it is
certainly the first solid step you can make.

 www.okappy.com/fmj  0207 099 56 98  info@okappy.com
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POOR INDOOR AIR QUALITY CAN LEAD TO

ILLNESS AND REDUCED PRODUCTIVITY

We spend around 90 per cent of our lives indoors,
often working for up to eight hours a day in
poorly ventilated offices, occasionally alongside
ill colleagues. We frequently take preventative
measures to stop ourselves becoming unwell like washing hands and using alcohol gels. Yet we
rarely take into account how the air we breathe
could be making us ill. FMs must prioritise
improving indoor air quality (IAQ) to combat
issues caused by polluted indoor air.
Studies have shown that reduced IAQ can lead
to things like headaches, lethargy, sore throats
and eye/skin irritation. And from an employer’s
perspective, reduced productivity levels due to
restricted mental ability. For example, according to
a study by the Harvard report, employees who work
in places with poor IAQ don’t think as clearly, learn
slower and remember things less than those who
work in buildings with better IAQ.
The aforementioned study tested 24 subjects on
various mental tasks - from decision making to crisis
management and information seeking. It found that
those working in buildings with low levels of indoor
pollution scored, on average, 61 per cent higher

than those working in places with higher amounts
of indoor air pollution (contaminants and allergens).
Additionally, reduced IAQ can also affect an
individual’s health, sometimes causing flu-like
symptoms such as headaches, skin/eye irritation
and rashes, which the NHS describes as ‘sick
building syndrome (SBS)’. Poor ventilation and
air pollutants (dust, smoke and fibres in the air)
are listed as possible causes of SBS. The worry is,
these symptoms could lead to absenteeism, which
is thought to cost UK employers an estimated £32
billion a year in lost productivity.
Astley Shields, who works as UK Head of Air
Treatment at office product specialists, Fellowes,
said: “Most of us spend the majority of our working
lives indoors, yet rarely think about the air we
breathe when we are in the office. Despite the
fact that, indoor air can be more detrimental to
our health than the air outdoors. It can also lead
to lethargy and poor concentration, affecting
productivity, which is bad for business.”
He continued: “It’s up to FMs and the people
in power to take the steps to improve indoor air
quality, in order to promote wellbeing and boost

 www.aeramaxpro.com/uk
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 cs-uk@fellowes.com

productivity. Introducing air purifiers like the
Fellowes AeraMax Professional, proven to cut out
99.9 per cent of airborne contaminants, is one way
of doing that.”
He added: “Air purifiers, like the aforementioned,
not only prevent the spread of germs and filter air
but also help to eliminate odour, pollens - creating
a safer, more productive environment for all. With
air pollution hot on the news agenda, now is the
perfect time for FM to assess the quality of air in
their facilities.”
Whilst most FM's are already taking steps to
prevent the spreading of viruses and infections
by indirect contact, surface cleaning is the only
surface deep and promoting hand hygiene only
goes so far. With products like the Fellowes AeraMax
Professional air purifiers, FM’s can take their
facilities to the next level of clean.
With summer around the corner, now is the
perfect time for FMs to take action and improve IAQ
to stay ahead of the curb. Acquiring new technology,
like air purifiers, will create a safer, healthier
environment for workers and is likely to improve
overall productivity.

 01302 836800
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As Facilities Management professionals, what
should you look for to determine competence
when choosing ﬁre safety service providers?

A
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Third Party
Certiﬁcation

All BAFE Registered Organisations are third party
certiﬁcated in one or more speciﬁc areas of ﬁre protection.
Use BAFE to ﬁnd third party certiﬁcated competent
organisations to help you meet your ﬁre safety obligations.

www.bafe.org.uk
Promoting Quality in Fire Safety
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PRESSALIT CARE’S HINGED ARM SUPPORT WINS
EUROPEAN DESIGN AWARD
Pressalit Care’s Hinged
Arm Support has received
a leading European design
award, a Red Dot Award 2018,
for its product design.
Part of the acclaimed
Pressalit Care Plus range, the
Hinged Arm Support offers a
number of practical benefits
for users, including being
ergonomically designed to
aid performance; robust for a sense of security; and flexible for manoeuvrability
in the bathroom.
Its range of colours caught the eye of the judges as well as its sleek, attractive
– and relevant - design. Available in bright, contemporary colours these not only
enhance bathroom décor, but importantly aid recognition for those users with
poor eyesight.
The Arm Support’s design sets it apart from other products in the market.
Designed with an upturn at the end, this not only aids support and grip, but
allows the user to recognise where the end of the arm is, by touch.
Fitted with a barrel hinge, the Hinged Support Arm can be folded up against
the wall when not in use, creating more space in the bathroom.
Positioned alongside a WC or washbasin for additional
support in the bathroom, it can withstand weight of 150kg,
providing a sense of security and aiding confidence when
transferring into or out of a wheelchair.
 www.pressalit.com

 uk@pressalit.com

SNICKERS WILL STRETCH YOUR VISIBILITY
A Superior Range of Hi Vis
Working Clothes – for all kinds
of light conditions.
Snickers Workwear takes
personal protection very
seriously. That's why this new
range of cool and functional
Hi-Vis summer clothing is
streets ahead of anything else.
With an extensive range
of Jackets, Trousers,
Shorts, Toolvests, Shirts
and Fleeces from Snickers’
LITEWork, FLEXIWork
and ALLROUNDWORK
families, there’s a host of
different garments in the
range to satisfy the specific
requirements of Classes 1, 2
and 3 protection levels.
These 'outstanding' products
combine Snickers' unrivalled hallmarks of functionality and comfort with the
requirements of the EN471 standard for high visibility warning clothes.
With advanced designs and high-tech fabrics, all the garments haver durable,
colour-fast protection that will last for wash after wash, retaining shape and
comfort throughout the life of the garments. Added to which, all Snickers Hi
Vis garments can be custom-profiled to ensure 'stand out' coverage for your
corporate brand.
 www.snickersworkwear.co.uk

 01484 854788

 info@snickersworkwear.co.uk

 0844 8806950

ZIP LAUNCHES PRODUCT TO HELP ARCHITECTS AND SPECIFIERS
DITCH PLASTIC BOTTLE DRINKING WATER SYSTEMS
The latest product from Zip Water UK may mean
architects and specifiers never again have to
specify a commercial drinking water system
that uses plastic water bottles. The company
behind the infamous HydroTap has developed
Zip HydroChill, a high-capacity filtered,
chilled drinking water range which completely
removes the need for unsustainable plastic
bottles.
Designed for offices and hospitality areas,
the HydroChill range caters for up to 280 litres
per hour of chilled, sparkling or ambient filtered
water – equivalent to 373 bottles (750ml). With
on-counter or below-counter options and flexible
packages depending on usage requirements, the
new range has been created to meet any need.
Alongside its ability to provide vast amounts of
chilled water – perfect for filling re-useable glass
bottles – its 3 micron Zip MicroPurity filtration
system ensures that the water dispensed is safe,
pure-tasting and free from contaminants. This
means that those who dislike the taste of tap
water have access to great-tasting water without
the need to buy plastic bottles.

“The use of plastic water bottles in commercial
environments is a huge contribution to
environmental damage, and is completely
unnecessary”, comments Russell Owens, Marketing

Director at Zip Water UK. “We know how important
it is to have a healthy drinking water supply readily
available – it’s been proven to directly impact
productivity after all – but it’s important that those
specifying know that there are sustainable options
out there.
“Even more concerning is that alongside the
presence of microplastics in tap water, a recent
study also discovered microplastics in bottled
water – in fact 93 per cent of the bottled water
tested showed evidence of plastic contamination.
Drinking water systems such as the HydroChill
range are mains-fed with excellent filtration
systems, ensuring that the water delivered is
healthy and sustainable.”
The easy to install and use range includes
benefits such as portion control for filling bottles,
purchase and rental options and a complete
after-care package for peace of mind. This package
– HydroCare – includes an annual service, technical
support and full breakdown cover.
Zip also offers a range of glass water bottles
and accessories to be used alongside the
HydroChill range.

 www.zipcommercial.co.uk/commercial-range-hydrochill
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CONNECTING THE ENERGY INDUSTRY
WHY ATTEND
Experience over 1,000
innovation products from
leading exhibiting brands

Discover new ways of
gathering energy data for
buildings

energyliveshow.co.uk
SUPPORTED BY

PART OF
UK CONSTRUCTION WEEK 2018

Join free CPD talks on
wellbeing in the built
environment

FREE TO
ATTEND
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GETTING TO THE HEART OF THE MATTER!
STANLEY SECURITY ADOPTS DIGITAL
ASSET MAPPING
STANLEY Security, one of
the UK’s leading security
providers, has adopted
an innovative asset
mapping technology to
provide customers with
more efficient system
maintenance & servicing
than ever before.
‘Connected Assets’ is
an advanced digital asset mapping technology that enables STANLEY Security
to quickly and easily map out an entire security system and all its individual
elements. It allows for detailed additional information to be included, including
images of equipment in situ. Using Connected Assets, a visiting STANLEY
engineer can now familiarise themselves with a customer’s security system
before attending site and, whilst there, can quickly locate where specific items
are that require servicing. For customers,Connected Assets means an engineer
can be on and off site quicker than ever before, making for a more efficient
service with minimal disruption.
For STANLEY Security it not only makes for happier customers, but also
means STANLEY can make more efficient use of its resources. For example, with
a complex site, rather than wait for an engineer who is familiar with that site
and its system(s), any available engineer can now be sent fully loaded with the
information they need to conduct that service visit.
 www.stanleysecurity.co.uk
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HOW TO OUTPERFORM THE SPECIALISTS AND SAVE
WITH SMARTER AND BETTER CLEANING METHODS
In-house teams and general
cleaning contractors can out-do the
specialists by embracing new and
more cost-effective techniques for
a range of tasks, according to Denis
Rawlins Ltd.
The cleaning consultant and
equipment supplier specialises in
identifying systems and techniques
that pass its ‘return on innovation’ test. These must achieve both superior
cleaning results and a faster return on investment.
Visitors to the Facilities Show can learn about a range of low-cost yet highperforming cleaning systems. On Stand T730 at Excel, Rawlins is showcasing
two products that tackle challenging tasks often left to specialists: high-level
cleaning and escalators.
• REN Clean is a simple, yet highly effective manual cleaning system
for escalators.
• SpaceVac makes it easy for workers at ground level to clean
high-level areas thoroughly and safely.
“These systems empower non-specialist cleaning teams to complete
challenging cleaning tasks more cost-effectively than other methods,” says
James White, MD of Denis Rawlins Ltd. “This isn’t innovation for its own sake
or about adopting the latest hi-tech gadgetry – it’s a way to take control of
quality, increase efficiency, and achieve a rapid return on investment.”
 www.rawlins.co.uk

 0844 254 0032

HEIGHTSAFE SYSTEMS RECOGNISED WITH
ROSPA AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING HEALTH
AND SAFETY PRACTICES

WEATHERITE LAUNCHES WISPAIR RANGE OF
AIR HANDLING UNITS

Heightsafe Systems have been
recognised with a prestigious award in
acknowledgement of its practices and
achievements for providing its staff,
clients, and contractors with the tools
to get home safely at the end of the
working day.
With a keen eye for compliance
and safety whilst Working at Height,
Heightsafe are proud to have achieved this award from the internationally
acclaimed, and longest running industry awards scheme in the UK – RoSPA
Health and Safety Awards.
The RoSPA awards scheme receives entries from organisations around the
world, recognises achievement in Health and Safety management systems and
practices such as leadership and workforce involvement.
Marion Diable, Client Director at Heightsafe Systems said “Winning this RoSPA
award for outstanding Health and Safety practices is a milestone moment for
Heightsafe and all of our dedicated staff. This is a benchmark which reinforces
our absolute focus on Health and Safety in all that we do, and with robust
procedures that are critical to our work. Keeping our staff and clients ahead of
Health and Safety legislation, and constant demand for the highest standard of
excellence in our working practices, has been recognised yet again by our peers.”
Heightsafe’s team are delighted to be attending the ceremony on 5 July to
accept this prestigious award.

Using specially developed selection and quotation software, integrated with
a purpose designed interface programme, which seamlessly links design,
purchasing and manufacturing processes, Weatherite’s new WispAir range of
standard/modular AHUs combine
a rapid quotation turnaround with
fast-track delivery of a range of
innovative, energy efficient, fully
compliant Air Handling Units.
Weatherite has responded to
the industry’s requirement for
quick turnaround of quotations
and a competitively priced, quality
‘finished product’ and has spent
the last 12 months developing their
‘WispAir’ AHU range- to specifically match the industry’s fast-track requirements.
The WispAir range covers typical air flow rates from 0.3m3/s to 35m3/s
however, Weatherite can deliver AHUs in any specific size/configuration, quickly
and competitively.
WispAir offers an extensive range of configurations to suit each individual
application and can even supply units in multiple sections or as a flat-pack
solution, to suit dimensional/access constraints.
All WispAir AHU’s are fully ErP compliant and incorporate the very latest
technology, delivering exceptional performance, reliability and energy efficiency.
Utilising high efficiency fans and motors and incorporating the latest heatrecovery technology, the WispAir range delivers an exceptionally quiet, compact,
cost effective solutions for small, medium and large applications.

 www.heightsafesystems.com

 www.weatheritegroup.com
 scartledge@weatheritegroup.com
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 0121 665 22 66

SAFE, EFFICIENT
DRINKING WATER.
EASY INSTALLATION
ENERGY EFFICIENT
APPROVED TO UK ELECTRICAL
AND WATER SAFETY STANDARDS

Follow us

To find out more, visit

www.heatraesadia.com

G PEST CONTROL SERVI
D-WINNIN
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AWAR

SPECIFYING A PROJECT?
®
BE SMART SPEC KINETIC

NEW DUDLEY KINETIC® INTELLIGENT URINAL FLUSHING
CONTROL
 The easiest control to set up
 Digital precision for maximum
savings
 Reduce water use by 80%
 Aesthetically pleasing

  Call 0121 530 7000 or visit
kinetic.thomasdudley.co.uk/AD

SEARCH: @cleankilluk
Easy to
ﬁt and
service

CLEANKILL.CO.UK

Made
in the
UK

Saves time,
money &
water
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‘ECO AWARE’
COMPANY
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GRADUS WALL PROTECTION HELPS
TO FUTURE-PROOF THE NEXPERIA
MANUFACTURING FACILITY
Gradus has specified and installed a complete
wall protection system to protect interiors
and provide a clean aesthetic at the Nexperia
fabrication facility in Manchester.
Nexperia is a global leader in Discretes, Logic
and MOSFET devices for the Automotive industry.
Originally part of Philips before becoming an
independent company in 2017, Nexperia focus on
efficiency and produce approximately 85 billion
semiconductor components every year.
Due to the precise nature of the work, the
majority of Nexperia’s manufacturing takes place in
laboratories. As a result, a durable wall protection
system was required that would be resistant to
the rigorous cleaning regimes and the variety of
cleaning chemicals used.
Gradus SureProtect Endure, a high-performance
PVC-u wall cladding system, was installed
throughout the corridors at half-height to protect
the walls from impact and abrasion damage caused
by wheeled trolley traffic. The sheet material is

through-coloured and textured and was chosen in
the colour Alum (light grey), to blend in with the
surrounding décor, providing ‘hidden’ protection
and maintaining the building’s appearance.
High impact corner guards were chosen to
protect one of the most vulnerable parts of any
building along with Wall Guards to provide direct
protection from the wheeled trolley traffic.
Speaking of the refurbishment project, the
Facilities Manager at Nexperia, commented:
“The wall protection installed at Nexperia was
predominantly in Silicon Alley, the link corridor
in the cleanroom areas. We wanted to protect
this area as this part of the building experiences
a high level of both foot and wheeled traffic daily,
including regular use of trolleys which can cause
scuffs and scrapes.
“We also wanted to create a striking design away
from the stereotypical, clinical feel that most labs
have and the extensive range of colours available
from Gradus enabled us to do this. We chose to

 www.gradus.com

INTRODUCING YO-YODESK LITE FROM
SIT-STAND.COM

 01625 428922

LEGAL TO WORK HERE?

Available in 2 sizes, Yo-Yo Desk LITE is ideal for hot desking environments,
schools and home use. Yo-Yo Desk LITE is height adjustable between 1cm and
40cm, and perfect for laptop usage.

How often do employers of all
sizes check if applicants have
the right to work here, and how
fail safe are their methods?
A new cloud based solution
from uComply provides your
Firm with a consistent process
for Right to Work and identifies
the sophisticated fake
documents either on its mobile
or laptop system.
uComply contains the Home
Office’s guidance process
and lists all the documents
required by immigrants from
every country.
The interviewer taps in the country of origin and the list of required
paperwork will appear so the interviewee can be advised what is needed.
The system allows the interviewer to take a photograph, save it on the cloud
and the candidate signs the screen to allow storage of the documents. This App
scans documents, reads and saves all data off a passport chip. Data is easily
retrieved from uComply’s encrypted cloud solution.
The laptop version was developed for the user interviewing large numbers of
candidates. It can plug in to the same type of passport checker used at airports
and border crossings and can check a passport for UV and Infrared readings.
The uComply system is continuous. Once employed, it emails alerts to the
employer to advise of expiring documents like passports, VISA, biometric cards,
country ID cards, ECS check and driving licence.

 www.sit-stand.com

 www.ucomply.co.uk

Sit-Stand.Com has added Yo-Yo Desk LITE to its best-selling standing desk
range.
Yo-Yo Desk LITE is portable and the most affordable standing desk yet, priced
from only £129.95 (inc VAT & Shipping).

 0333 22 00 375
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specify Wall Guards in an aquamarine colour which
adds vibrancy to the facility.”
Maria Morgan, Product Manager for Gradus said:
“SureProtect Endure was the ideal specification
for the Nexperia facility as it is manufactured
from impact resistant PVC-u which is textured and
through-coloured to conceal damage caused by
foot and wheeled traffic, therefore minimising
future maintenance costs.”

JUNE 2018

 sales@sit-stand.com

 01707 800840

 Kim-MarieFreeston@ucomply.co.uk

Strategic Facility Management Conference
27 June, etc.venues Victoria, 1 Drummond Gate, London SW1V 2QQ
Under the title of FM: A Risky Business? the event will debate best practice approaches to identifying
and mitigating risk in the wake of recent, high-profile developments in the sector. Considering multiple
forms of risk, including financial, cyber and reputational, and bringing together the profession’s most
eminent practitioners, the conference will deliver a comprehensive programme of learning.
Confirmed speakers include:
Andrew Burrell, Director of Forecasting – UK & EMEA, JLL
Chris Kenneally, Group Chief Executive Officer, Cordant Group
Ross Abbate, Group Managing Director, Mace Macro
Samantha Ulyatt, Strategic Category Director – Buildings, Crown Commercial Service
Trevor Pijper, Vice President – Senior Credit Officer, Moody’s
Lucio de Godoy, Director of Technology Consulting, Mitie Connected Workspace
Danny Lemon, General Manager, The Shard

Book your place now at rics.org/fm18

q 0800 243 919

E secretary@chsa.co.uk

H www.chsa.co.uk

CHSA Stands Up for Standards
Be certain ‘what’s on the box is in the box’
Buy from CHSA Accredited Distributors;
specify CHSA Accredited Products

CHSA - driving up standards in the industry
Our Standards. Your Guarantee.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHSA AND ITS MEMBERS

VISIT WWW.CHSA.CO.UK FREEPHONE 0800 243919
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THE SOLID GEAR VENT SAFETY SHOE –
PRECISION SAFETY AND COMFORT
Solid Gear continues
to modernise safety
footwear with the
revolutionary ‘Infinity’
technology in this
new shoe.
Combining a
lightweight athletic
look with maximum
breathability and
superb safety
features, the new
VENT safety shoe is
ideal for workers who are constantly on the move.
VENT’s upper is made from lightweight mesh combined with Cordura and
a TPU reinforcement to ensure cool comfort, maximum breathability and
enhanced durability.
While the shoe’s two midsoles deliver stability, flexibility and optimal energy
return for enhanced comfort on your feet, the rubber outsole provides a high
level of anti-slip protection.
For added protection, the shoe’s NANO toe cap is 40 per cent stronger
than fiberglass and has a more athletic look that conventional metallic ones.
What’s more, the BOA fastening system provides flexibility and high precision
adjustment of the shoe.
So get to know more about the quality and innovation plus the top class safety
functionality in every Solid Gear product – your feet will notice the difference.

Architects Scott Brownrigg have
selected Zumtobel’s Lighting’s
Lightfields, Panos and Slotlight
luminaires for use in the sophisticated
refurbishment of the new Headquarters for Ultima Business Solutions’ in
Reading.
The 56,000 sq. ft. (5,200 sq. m) Gainsborough House is located on the prime
business technology campus, Manor Park.
Zumtobel’s Lightfields Evo 900 x 300 and Panos Q trimless 68mm,
140mm and 190mm were chosen for the ‘Cat A’ offices to provide an open
room atmosphere and well-balanced lighting. With a height of just 28 mm,
Lightfields Evo slim-line lighting module accomplishes demanding lighting
projects in office environments with effortless ease. Lightfields Evo meets
exacting visual requirements in the workplace thanks to its unique MPO+
micro-pyramidal optic.
The name Panos stands for a complete, modular downlight range that
teams consistent design with high levels of practical functionality. Panos
Q fulfils the requirements of the EN 12464 glare control standard without
additional attachments.
Slotlight, the world's first continuous light line, was the product to give
Ultima the look they wanted with the required performance for office lighting.
The profile of the luminaires was crucial to achieving a stunning effect around
the core break out space and the glass meeting room cube without creating
disturbing glare that would affect the occupants.
 01388 420042

 www.solidgearfootwear.com

 www.zumtobel.co.uk

 01484 854788

 info.uk@zumtobelgroup.com

VIKAN HIGHLIGHTS EXCITING FAVOURITES
AT THE FACILITIES SHOW 19-21 JUNE, EXCEL
CENTRE STAND M650

FERNOX TO ATTEND PHEX+
EXHIBITION IN LONDON

Among many tools and cleaning solutions, Vikan is displaying a favourite
among customers, the EasyShine Kit for cleaning interior high gloss surfaces.
Another favourite is the hi dust kit for cleaning those hard to reach areas.
All Vikan microfibre kits, mops and cloths help reduce the environmental
impact of cleaning. Using microfibre products helps reduce chemical and
water consumption. As well as the need for plastic containers. Vikan can help
you to help save the environment.
Vikan develops, manufactures and markets professional cleaning
equipment and systems that deliver high standards of hygiene together with
great product choice and value for money. Vikan is at the leading edge of
product development and sets the standard in cleaning tools and services for
effective, efficient and durable solutions. A profound knowledge of cleaning
methods and tools, coupled with innovation delivered through collaboration
with customers makes Vikan the hygiene cleaning specialist.

 www.vikan.com
 0780 323 9321
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ZUMTOBEL’S LUMINAIRES
PROVIDE THE ULTIMATE
SOLUTION FOR ULTIMA
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 agreen@vikan.co.uk

Fernox will be exhibiting its latest product
innovation, the TF1 Omega Filter, alongside
market leading Cleaner F3 and Protector F1 at
PHEX+ from 20th-21st June at Alexander Palace.
The Fernox team will be on hand at Stand 1,
exhibiting its latest innovation in water treatment
– the TF1 Omega Filter. The next-generation, nickel-plated, brass system filter
has a high capacity and compact design, making it ideal for use in restricted
spaces and access areas. Additionally, the filter utilises dual action technology
to remove both magnetic and non-magnetic contaminants from heating system
water, thereby offering outstanding debris capture and system protection.
Also featured will be the Filter Fluid+ Protector – a unique, enhanced inhibitor
and dispersant package which delivers system debris to a system filter whilst
offering high quality inhibition to prevent corrosion and scale developing.
Visitors will also have a chance to discover Fernox
proven Cleaner F3 and Protector F1 chemical water
treatments. Removing sludge, scale and debris, the
F3 Cleaner is a powerful, non-foaming chemical
cleaner. Crucially, this makes it quicker to remove
from the system compared to other cleaners. Once
clean, the system can be inhibited by the industry
tried-and-tested Protector F1. Combining three
types of inhibitor, this product offers optimum
protection against corrosion and limescale
formation by forming protective barriers between
the system metals and water.
 www.phexshow.co.uk
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FRONT OF HOUSE

SPONSORED FEATURE

CROMA PROCEPTION
COMES TO MARKET
With 20 years of experience in providing personnel for prestigious front of house services,
Croma Vigilant have had the opportunity to see services change and have identiﬁed
the need for the evolution of a more customer service focused provision.

P

ROception is an extension of
the current services offered
within Croma Vigilant and has been
developed with the intention of
delivering the highest standard
of reception, concierge and guest
services, designed to be specifically
tailored to the individual needs of
our clients.
We apply our military ethos to
our PROception services, providing
our clients with an outstanding
and seamless welcome service.
Concentrating on these areas ensures
maximum welcoming impact and an
enhanced meet and greet service at
the front of house.
We believe it is of paramount
importance that our client’s guests
are left with an immaculate first
impression, as this sets the tone, not
only for our mutual guests, but also
for future business relationships.
PROception ensures that our clients
image is represented to enhanced
levels and that front of house services

are second to none. It is almost
impossible to undo a poor first
impression, which is why all of our
staff are hand-picked, with a view to
creating flawless style, and service,
which at the public interface is so
important to all businesses.
PROception, however is more than
just cosmetic detail. Our hosts allow
you to step into an environment that
has been enhanced entirely for the
customer experience. Our carefully
selected staff are trained to the highest
level of customer service and they
have strong communication skills
which we think are essential at the
front end of business. All of our staff
hold an SIA licence and have been
trained in key disciplines such as
project griffin conflict de-escalation
security awareness and are also
experts in access control and visitor
management systems.
Operations Director Paul Williamson
commented: “The launch of
PROception is incredibly exciting for

the whole team at Croma Vigilant. We
have been evolving in many sectors of
our industry towards greater levels of
customer experience while at the same
time managing security effectively.
Maintaining the equilibrium between
excellent customer service and
security is a difficult balance to find
and one that requires a specific
skillset. PROception was created to fill
the void in the market that exists and
to the lead the way in front of house
services.
Croma Vigilant are further delighted
to announce the appointment of Ruth
McGowan as Operations Manager
for our new front of house services
division. Ruth comes to us with a
wealth of knowledge and has found
her previous experience from her time
in the Police Service and as a brand
ambassador for Emirates Airline,
extremely valuable in her new role.
Ruth commented, ‘‘I am very
excited about my new appointment,
I am delighted to be driving the

new front of house service and I am
looking forward to the challenge. I
was privileged to work for Emirates
Airline where I learned my craft and
where I also seen first-hand the
importance of high standards in
customer service and the commercial
value that it brings. In my new role
I will be looking to bring fresh ideas
on style and making sure we deliver
the exceptional to the front end of
business. The days of disjointed front
of house partnerships are behind us
and the emergence of a new front of
house professional are here”.
We would like to invite you to
transform your existing services from
acceptable to exceptional by engaging
with Croma Vigilant and letting us act
as the ambassadors for your business.

If you would like to find out more about PROception, please contact our Croma PROception Commercial
Team on 01387 247842 or email ruth.mcgowan@cromaproception.com
JUNE 2018
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NETWORK RAIL
Emeg successfully removed the redundant
system and installed the Reznor Nor-Ray-Vac
system producing a comfortable working
environment for operatives, especially those
working the night shift.
Installation Summary
 Network Link invested in a Nor-Ray-Vac
continuous radiant tube heating system
 Nocturnal shifts and large open doors demanded
efficient heating systems
 Suspended from the roof, the heaters emit
infra-red ray that warm only objects and people
in its path
 Low operating costs are achieved by
concentrating the heat at low level
Technical Summary
 Area 99m long x 16m wide (2 rail track shed)
 Height 7m and 11m
Hull Botanical Gardens LMD is a fuelling point
that carries out train ‘A’ examinations overnight.
The depot is staffed by six level five fitters and
three maintenance assistants along with six
cleaners based at the depot, with the night
shift being the busiest and coldest shift. As the
majority of the work is carried out overnight and
large doorways remain open for long periods,
operatives were working in single figure
temperatures, particularly in the colder winter
months.
With the rail shed being unheated and night
time being the busiest shift, a new heating system
was of paramount importance to Network Rail.
Comfortable working temperatures and greater
control over energy management prompted an
investment in Nor-Ray-Vac continuous radiant tube
heating from Nortek Global Hvac, under the Reznor
brand.
The train depot at Hull Botanical Gardens is 99
metres long, 16 metres wide and has two train
tracks running through the length of the shed
with two roof heights of 7 metres and 11 metres.
It now benefits from the Nor-Ray-Vac system of
19 burners with ducted fresh air supply due to
the diesel fumes from the engines, arranged in six
temperature zones with just four discharge fans,
to give the client economic flexibility of working.
Suspended from the roof, the heaters emit infra-red
rays that warm only objects and people in its path.
They do not waste fuel heating the volume of air in
the building. This will ensure that Network Rail's

 Volume 14,500 m3
heating costs are kept to a minimum.
The entrance and exit doors often occupy the
full width of rail shed buildings and may be left
open for many hours a day. When doors are open
at both ends, a wind tunnel effect is created and
cold air at high velocity is drawn into the shed. The
problem of keeping the shed warm enough for
personnel to work comfortably is compounded by
the north-south alignment of the tracks which is a
severe problem at night when there is no sunshine
to warm the interior.
The Nor-Ray-Vac system provides even heat
coverage throughout the building, with rapid warm
up time and low noise operation.
Economy and effectiveness are the two key
criteria specifiers required to answer when
selecting a heating system for rail maintenance
sheds. Finding a solution to both in a single heating
system can be challenging. However, one form of
space heating technology is ideally suited to this
cold and often inhospitable working environment –
Nor-Ray-Vac radiant tube heating.
Low operating costs are achieved by
concentrating the heat at low level, where it is
most needed, without heating the volume of air in
the building. Rapid response times reduce running
costs further. Such flexibility means that warmth
is felt by people in the building within minutes of
start-up and no fuel is wasted bringing the air to a
comfortable temperature. Since the Reznor radiant
system burns fuel at point of use, there are no
distribution losses to take into account.

 www.nortekhvac.com
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 Heaters 19 NRV burners

 01384 489250
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Brakel Airvent, the smoke control
service specialist, has joined the
Kingspan Light + Air family, combining
our expertise with the strength and
resources of the Kingspan Group.
You can rely on us to protect your
building and your people, ensuring
your legislative compliance in the most
cost-effective and pragmatic way.

Smoke...

tamed.

To ask a question or arrange a FREE no
obligation meeting call 029 2077 6160
www.airvent.co.uk

T he UK’s leading provider of wh ole - life s ervice to s m oke cont rol syste ms

KINGSPAN LIGHT + AIR AND AIRVENT

A PARTNERSHIP OF STRENGTH AND LEADERSHIP
These are exciting times for Brakel Airvent after
they were acquired by Kingspan in November
2017. The meeting of leaders in their field has
seen the newly formed division, Kingspan Light +
Air | Airvent go from strength to strength. Shared
goals and an aligned vision for ‘efficient and
safe control of air within buildings’ has provided
the perfect foundation to drive leadership
and innovation in both the design/install and
maintenance, and repair sectors.

The combined expertise reinforces an absolute
emphasis on delivering superior service and
trusted solutions whilst managing project costs and

ensuring strict adherence to standards.
With Triple Bottom Line (TBL), increasingly
used as a measurement tool by large
business, Kingspan | Airvent are perfectly
positioned to deliver.
TBL ensures that businesses are
meeting not just financial, but also
social and environmental objectives
whilst demonstrating Corporate Social
Responsibility. Trust is everything in
building safety, as has been tragically
highlighted by catastrophic failings
at Grenfell Tower. Kingspan | Airvent use their
combined expertise to ensure that buildings smoke
and natural ventilation systems meet strict safety
and compliance obligations. This is aligned with
future proofing buildings and ensuring businesses
achieve economic and environmental savings via
ongoing system service and maintenance. Their
‘turn key’ abilities provide the vital overview
required to allow the ongoing development of
innovative products and services.
They describe their ultimate purpose as ‘to

 www.airvent.co.uk

provide a healthy internal building environment,
including the supply of fresh air and quality daylight,
this is imperative to the well-being of building
occupants; safety is another vital building feature.
We enable all these key health and safety elements
through our provision of daylighting, natural
ventilation and smoke management solutions’.
With their combined history, resources and
experience Kingspan | Airvent continue to innovate
and lead the industry in delivering natural air and
smoke control solutions you can trust.

 029 2077 6160
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THE BENEFITS OF PLANNED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
Whether you’re in the hospitality, education,
care or construction industry, to name but a
few, when it comes to Planned and Preventative
Maintenance (PPM) methods vital in helping
Facilities Managers avoid disruptions in service,
one of the key areas to consider is drainage…
Drainage maintenance and repair sounds pretty
simple. Most people might presume it’s simply a
case of sticking some rods down a drain to free up
the blockage, and maybe having to replace the odd
pipe from time to time. But if a business’ drainage
isn’t maintained regularly by trained specialists,
it has the potential to cause major disruptions at
some point in the future, and this will typically
happen when you least want it to!
This is why leading commercial drainage
maintenance and repair company Metro Rod,

always recommend PPM schedules for their clients,
to enable them to guard against any unexpected
incidents.
Metro Rod Managing Director, Peter Molloy,
explains, “No matter the industry, every building
has drainage requirements in one form or another.
Commercial kitchens in particular benefit from
PPM to control fat and grease related drainage
problems. Congealed fats can account for as much
as 95 per cent of drain blockages where food waste
is involved, so it is important to have a proper plan
in place to ensure that minimal fat and grease goes
down the drain and doesn’t end up contributing to
any ‘fatbergs’ we’ve been hearing so much about in
the news lately! One way to do this is by installing
an environmentally-friendly unit, which uses biotechnology to safely clear the build-up of organic
grease and fat, but even these need
servicing regularly. Larger grease
traps may be located underground
and will need a tanker to clear them
in order to ensure they continue to
operate efficiently.”
Obviously, another particularly
important drainage area is the safe
removal of sewage and ensuring
hygienic bathroom facilities. Uric
scale, for example, can build up
quickly in pipes of washrooms
with heavy footfall – causing a less
than desirable odour! Effective
PPM methods are therefore key, as

 www.metrorod.co.uk
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disruptions in this area could even result in short
term closure and ultimately substantial loss in
business, not to mention damage to a company’s
reputation!
“We have many PPM contracts with national
companies such as Mitie and Sodexo. As a rough
guide, we’d suggest PPM visits for urinals every
three months, grease traps every three to six
months and drains approximately every 12 months.
Drain maintenance is largely dependent on the
frequency of cleaning urinals and grease traps
though, because the grease and scale is going to
settle out somewhere in the system, and the longer
between PPM intervals the further downstream the
problem occurs and the greater the magnitude!
“Whichever drainage PPM company you decide
to go with, they should offer a free initial site visit
and inspection, and then work with you to tailor
a maintenance programme to suit your needs,”
concludes Peter.
Metro Rod have 30+ years’ experience and over
40 depots nationwide who operate 24/7, 365 days
of the year, so no matter when the issue arises,
they can be on site within hours - ensuring as little
disruption as possible for customers. All engineers
are fully DBS checked and professionally trained in
all aspects of drainage repair and maintenance.
If you’d like to find out more about how Metro
Rod might be able to help you, they’ll be
exhibiting at the Facilities Show, 19-21 June –
stand N930! So why not pop along to find out more
or call 0800 66 88 00 today!

 0800 66 88 00

Three-month rolling
contracts, including
all parts and labour.
(And the coffee tastes pretty great, too.)

Coffee and water for your workplace

Visit freshground.co.uk or call 0845 845 1500
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WILLIAM SMITH ADDS 3M’S
ADVANCED INSULATION WINDOW
FILMS TO ITS PORTFOLIO
William Smith has once
again boosted its portfolio
with the addition of three
advanced 3M insulation
window films.
3M’s master distributor of
window films, William Smith,
part of the William Smith
Group 1832, has added 3M
Thinsulate Window Film
Climate Control 40 (CC40),
3M All Seasons Amber 35
and 3M All Seasons Silver
20, all of which are ideal for
interior application, to its
ever-growing range of selfadhesive films.
3M Thinsulate Window
Films are combined advanced solar control and
insulating films, which increases the insulation
performance of windows by 40 per cent. The
impressive films improve comfort during the
colder Winter months by retaining warm air and
helps to establish a cooler climate in the Summer
months, thanks to its heat rejection properties.
As a single-pane window loses 20 times as much
heat as the same area in an adjacent well insulated
wall, Thinsulate Window Film helps to improve the
insulation value of a typical single-pane window
close to that of a double-pane window, and of a
double-pane close to that of a triple-pane.
The film’s low light transmission boasts sun glare
reduction properties and efficient UV protection,
which means interior furnishings are protected
from potential sun damage.

The application of film provides a more costeffective option than fully
replacing the glass in a
building and the results
match the performance and
appearance of new glass.
Thinsulate Window Film
CC75, which has a durability
of 15 years, can be applied
on flat glass substrates, is
suitable for wet application
and provides virtually
invisible insulation, which
means it will not impact a
window’s aesthetics
Thinsulate Window Film
CC40 joins 3M Thinsulate
Window Film Climate Control
75 (CC75), which provides the
highest light transmission and
a nearly invisible appearance
that does not change the look
of the building, while the CC40
has a lower light transmission,
but features better sun control
and glare reduction properties.
3M All Seasons Series
provides an alternative,
budget-friendly insulating
option to the Thinsulate
range. Both metallised solar
control films combine both
solar control and insulating

 www.williamsmith.co.uk
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properties to provide a great all year-round
performance. The range includes both All Seasons
Silver 20 and All Seasons Amber 35.
With the series’ high heat rejection properties
and increased insulation properties, the window
films provide a whole host of benefits, which
include energy cost savings all year round, with
potential payback in less than three years.
The films can also help to extend the life of soft
furnishings and protect against fading, by reducing
the amount of harmful UV rays which pass through
windows.
All Seasons Series, which has a comprehensive
durability from 3M, can also help to improve
productivity in the workplace due to the films’
glare reduction properties.
Marketing Manager of William Smith Group
1832’s building-related film division, Architextural,
Lindsay Appleton said: “The team is really excited

to have introduced these new materials to our
portfolio.
“Insulating window films provide a simple, yet
effective way, to reduce glare and discomfort
caused by direct sunlight, keeping you cooler in
the Summer and warmer in the Winter, not to
mention the excellent energy savings they provide
too!
“3M Thinsulate Window Film CC40 and 3M All
Seasons Amber 35 and Silver 20 are fantastic
films and they are ideal for internal application in
offices, hotels, restaurants and many more.
“We are dedicated to providing all of our
customers with the best quality materials and
these new additions will provide them with even
more choice.”

 01833 690305
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FIVE IMPORTANT THINGS TO
CONSIDER WHEN PLANNING
AN OFFICE REFIT
1. INSIGHT EQUALS RESULTS
Your office space must work for your business. Use
your employees and expert consultant to get a real
understanding of what’s working – and what isn’t.
Finding out how to make the most of the space
can make a real difference to the way the business
operates in the future.
2. FLEXIBILITY IS KEY
We each have unique needs, desires and
motivations. Introverts and extroverts must work
in harmony…and the space must reflect this.
Knowing how your employees operate and interact
is essential to creating an environment that suits
everyone.
3. TECHNOLOGY RULES
Modern technology has created a new set of
rules. Wireless networking, remote storage and
mobile technology should influence your layout,

equipment and furniture decisions.
Questioning the traditional office
setup is the right thing to do.
4. TRUST AND RESPECT
Flexible workspace should increase
the productivity and wellbeing of
your employees. Management must
believe that their employees will
work better. Employees should feel empowered to
do so.
5. FIND YOUR STYLE
Stylish interiors certainly appeal to some workers,
but they don’t suit every business. You might
visualise clean lines and simplicity – or aspire to
create something unconventional. Whatever you
do, establish a brief and do your research. More
importantly, this is a great opportunity to enhance
the business brand.

 www.crownworkspace.com

Crown Workspace provides a bespoke and
tailored offering to organisations that are moving,
refurbishing or refreshing their workplace
environment. Services include, space planning and
interior design, fit-out, move management and
relocations, information and data management,
furniture and project management.
If you would like further information about the
workplace services we offer, please contact us on
033 0024 0959 or crownworkspace@crownww.com
or visit www.crownworkspace.com

 crownworkspace@crownww.com

 033 0024 0959

MODUL’UP: QUICK AND EASY ADHESIVE FREE
FLOORING SOLUTIONS

SAFEGUARD DRYBASE EPOXY COATING
HELPS KEEP CHEMICALS AT BAY

Forbo Flooring Systems has
launched a brand new, adhesive
free sheet vinyl product category
into its flooring portfolio –
Modul’up. Requiring no adhesive,
tackifier or double-sided tape,
Modul’up can not only be installed
quickly, but it can also be walked
on immediately after installation,
reducing downtime and minimising impact on day-to-day business. It also
offers excellent dimensional stability and an unrivalled choice of colour and
design, making it an attractive proposition for applications where a quick
turnaround is required to minimise disruption.
Thanks to its double structural stabilisation system, which incorporates two
layers of fibre glass fleece within the construction (compared to only one layer
in standard vinyl), Modul’up will not curl, ruck or roll once installed. What’s
more, its unique single sided tape system, which ensures the product stays
tightly in place, means Modul’up is
quicker to install and can also be
fitted while the premises are still in
use, as there is little or no noise, dust
or adhesive odours. This makes it the
ideal solution for application areas
such as those within aged care and
education buildings, where disruption
needs to be kept at a minimum.

A companion to the similar Drybase ECS Epoxy Floor Coating, Drybase ECS
Chemical Resistant Epoxy Floor Coating from Safeguard Europe – the UK’s
leading specialist in damp-proofing and waterproofing technology – is a
highly durable damp-proof epoxy coating for floors and walls with enhanced
resistance to chemical attack.
A two-part water-dispersed epoxy resin, it is applied in two coats using a
brush or roller. Once cured, the coating is hard wearing, damp-proof and
is resistant to a large range of different chemicals. Typical applications for
Drybase ECS Chemical Resistant Epoxy Floor Coating would be bund floors and
walls; laboratory floors and walls; specialist warehouse and storage areas and
specialist factory and production facilities.
Water-based and low odour, Drybase ECS Chemical Resistant Epoxy Floor
Coating consists of a pigmented base resin component and a water-dispersed
hardener component. Surface finish
appearance of the surface finish will
reflect the texture and nature of the
substrate and, when applied, contact
surfaces must be sound, clean, dry and
provide a ‘light’ mechanical key.
The Drybase Damp-Proof Coatings
range from Safeguard Europe is
designed for use when it is not possible
to protect building materials and
interior surfaces from the sources of
dampness, like rain penetration or
rising damp.

 www.forbo-flooring.co.uk/modulup

 www.safeguardeurope.com
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JAMES CROPPER GET THEIR HANDS ON
FIRST LOAD OF LONDON COFFEE CUPS

After the shock news that 5,000 coffee cups are
disposed of in the UK every minute, we’re all
keen to find out the truth behind the new cup
recycling schemes popping up. How are they
being collected? How are they kept separate from
other recycling? What process allows them to be
recycled, and into what exactly?
James Cropper are based in Kendal and have
developed CupCycling™ technology. They take the
virgin paper in takeaway cups and upcycle it into
deluxe paper.
The team at James Cropper are hungry for cups.
After investing in this superb technology, they are
relying on businesses to do the right thing and set
up a coffee cup recycling scheme with a forwardthinking recycling company.
Well, a landmark moment occurred recently
when James Cropper was excited to receive their

first load of coffee cups from a London materials
recycling facility (MRF). Paper Round collects from
5,000 businesses in the Capital
with their sorting facility based in
Purfleet, Essex. Richard Burnett,
Market Development Manager
at James Cropper said, "We are
delighted to be getting such good
quality material from a MRF. It’s
vital the coffee cups are collected
in a separate stream so that the
virgin paper used to make them
can be recycled back into valuable
products like our custom-made
papers and COLOURFORM plasticfree packaging."
Paper Round collects the full
gamut of waste materials and are
known for pioneering
new forms of recycling
to improve their
clients’ environmental
performance. Coffee
cup recycling was
soft-launched to Paper
Round’s clients in
October 2017 and was
rolled out in May this
year. A special tough,
colour-coded sack
enables coffee cups to
be collected at the same
time as other recycling.
This means there’s no
need to send another
vehicle to collect the

 www.paper-round.co.uk
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cups, saving on emissions and helping to curtail air
pollution.
Bill Swan, Director at Paper Round said, "We are
very proud to be recycling coffee cups. Paper Round
is all about real recycling, so working with James
Cropper to ensure that our customers cups are
made into high quality paper was very important to
us. We look forward to recycling many more cups
from our customers as we roll the scheme out."
Driving forwards a circular economy is at the heart
of Paper Round’s business; they enable their clients
to buy back products made from their own waste
by focussing on retaining quality in waste materials.
By recycling their coffee cups through Paper Round,
customers have the added bonus of a supplier who
can provide professionally printed products, such
as business cards, made from their own coffee cup
waste. It’s these tangible circular product stories
that really inspire businesses to transform the way
they think about their waste: that treated in the
right way, many of the things we dispose of are
valuable resources with great potential.
Of course cup recycling is just one part of the

solution. To wipe out those mountains of singleuse cups, we need a multi-faceted approach, and
reusable cups are going to play an important part.
That’s just the reason leading high-street coffee
chains are doing all they can to encourage us to
bring a cup when we order our morning latte, with
some impressive discounts up for grabs.
Through their green office supplies business,
Paper Round has also sourced a range of reusable
coffee cups, which can be branded, so they can
help their customers tackle the issue of single-use
coffee cups right at the top of the waste hierarchy.
Today’s forward-thinking recycling and resource
management firms need to be able to help their
customers to reduce their overall waste output
where possible, as well as providing a value-driven
approach to recycling which treats our resources
with the respect they deserve.
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GET TO GRIPS WITH STAIR SAFETY THANKS
TO THE GRADUS KNOWLEDGE
Flooring accessories specialist Gradus has launched its Stair Safety Series,
the first installment of ‘The Gradus Knowledge’. The series aims to educate
architects, specifiers and contractors on how to correctly specify stair edgings
in commercial buildings to help
prevent slips, trips and fall on
stairs.
There are many
misconceptions and grey areas
with regard to the specification
of stair edgings. ‘The Gradus
Knowledge - Stair Safety Series’
looks to dispel some of these
common myths and provide
guidance to clear up the confusion. Not only will this help building owners
specify fit-for-purpose solutions that meet current standards but will also ensure
all users can navigate around public buildings safely.
According to the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), slip and trip accidents
are the most common hazard in public and commercial buildings and are
responsible for more than half of all reported injuries to the general public.
To support the launch, Gradus has published a quiz to test how much you
know about stair edging specification. To take the Gradus quiz and see how you
fair, visit http://bit.ly/2oOXuz6.
Aiming to provide valuable information to anyone involved in the design,
specification, construction, installation or maintenance of stairs, the Gradus
Knowledge is advising how to specify and install fit-for-purpose flooring
accessories in order to adhere to the latest guidelines.
 www.gradus.com

MONTH IN FM

NEW ASBESTOS 3D
MAPPING APP MEETS BIM
REQUIREMENTS
Construction safety and risk
management specialist Lucion
Services has continued to develop
its new digital app that combines
data from asbestos surveys with 3D
modelling technology to improve safety and risk management assessments in
buildings.
The new NexGen App forms part of a new approach to Building Information
Modelling (BIM) systems that enables users to view a 3D image of a building,
including floor by floor and room by room representations, and link the plans
directly to information that accurately highlights the presence of asbestos or
other safety hazards.
As part of the ongoing development of the technology, the new App has
been successfully trialled with a national social housing provider involved in a
large scale property refurbishment programme.
Here the app has been used to produce 3D plans and drawings of the
properties on a smartphone which are then populated in real-time by
information from Lucion’s database as surveyors move from room to room.
In other applications, Lucion is collaborating with other clients in the
utilities sector on the use of the technology as part of improved facilities and
building management approaches.
The next stage in the development of the NexGen app will see integrated
360° modelling to improve site viewing, and increased use in industrial
applications such as factories and production facilities.
 www.lucionservices.com

 01625 428922

EDE’S WINNING FORMULA
Ede’s UK Ltd, one of the oldest firms in the country providing commercial only
moves, has been awarded the prestigious ‘Commercial Remover of The Year
2018 Award' by the B.A.R/CMG.
This is the 7th time Ede’s UK Ltd have been awarded the trophy and is the
most times any one company has done so.
Bill Tiernan accepting the award (pictured) is one of Ede’s Senior Project/
Move
managers
with over
25 years
experience in
the removals
industry.
Bill said
“I’d like to
thank both
B.A.R for the
award and
continuing
with the
long running
competition
witch enables clients to show their appreciation of the service supplied by
their removal company.
“I especially would like to thank Ede’s clients who have taken their valuable
time to respond as it really does acknowledge that we are providing then with
the best possible service which we are so proud of.”

ZTP WINS INNOVATE UK FUNDING
TO DEVELOP PIONEERING RISK
MANAGEMENT PRODUCT
Strategic energy management consultancy ZTP, in
collaboration with the University of Kent’s Kent Business School and School of
Mathematics, Statistics and Actuarial Science, has secured significant funding
from Innovate UK and the Economic Research and Social Council (ESRC), to
develop its first collaborative Knowledge Transfer Partnership project.
The partnership will undertake a two-year project to design and build risk
management algorithms that will enable UK and multi-national businesses to
mitigate risk associated with open energy market positions. The product will
engage stakeholders from multiple countries and aggregate risk reporting to a
single reporting facility.
Alex Hill, Managing Director of
ZTP, said: “We are thrilled to have
secured this funding to develop
a risk management product
which will transform how multinational businesses procure
energy. With energy costs rising
due to both fundamentals in the
wholesale market and increased
non commodity costs, there is a
real need for a risk management
solution which will enable multinational businesses to protect themselves from the unpredictability of the open
energy market, and to maximise savings on energy use and costs.”

 www.edes.com

 www.ztpuk.com

 020 8773 6730

 020 3957 6010

 info@ztpuk.com
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Hayley, Moneypenny Receptionist.

“ Outsourcing our switchboard
reduces overheads, saving
my FM team time and our
company money.”
Moneypenny client since 2013.

FMs use Moneypenny because we offer the very best people and
technology to deliver 24/7 brilliant service. Discover how we will
make you operate even more effectively. Talk to us today.

SWITCHBOARD

LIVE CHAT

MOBILE ANSWERING

SPECIALIST TEAMS

ARE YOU PREPARED
FOR THE FUTURE OF FM?
The IFMA-RICS Suite of Credentials and Professional
Qualifications can keep you ahead of the curve.

In your facilities management role, you are at the hub of the organization. People rely
on you to keep the business connected and working progressively in a world of constant
change. Your core FM knowledge is your greatest asset, keep it sharp by gaining an IFMA
credential and an RICS professional qualification offered by the IFMA-RICS collaboration.

Learn which option is best for you at www.fm.training/credentials.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION!
Watch this brief and powerful
video to learn how FM will have
a big impact on our future.

Credentials

moneypenny.com
0333 202 1005
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BLOG/CHARITY 
BLOG FROM RORY MURPHY, COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR, VINCI FACILITIES

INCONVENIENT CONVERSATIONS

H

aving just returned from Workplace
Europe 2018 in Barcelona, one of my
favourite keynote presentations looked
at the theme of Inconvenient Conversations and
tried to address some of the taboos for all of us
that work across facilities management and in
the workplace arena more generally.
The session made me consider the
conversations that we should be having here in
the UK and made me reflect on the inconvenient
conversations that have taken place at the
Parliamentary Committee level around the
demise of Carillion and the focus on governance
within the construction and FM sectors in
general.
The final report on Carillion has been well
publicised and the eventual impact of their
demise may well have far reaching consequences
for many businesses in the UK, but how did the
facilities management industry and profession
galvanise itself to respond to such a cataclysmic
event? What lessons could we learn going
forward?
There has been a perennial debate around
the fact that FM doesn’t have a trade body and
the fact that Government reached out to Mitie
and Serco to help them understand some of the
problems in our industry shows a willingness
to listen but not necessarily any formal channel
through which to engage the industry.
Establishing a trade body which represents
the wide breadth of FM businesses within the
UK would be very difficult but I do feel that our
professional bodies and associations could be
more collaborative in representing the industry
in a more cohesive manner on specific elements.

That is probably my inconvenient conversation.
IFMA, BIFM, RICS and the BSA all do excellent
work in promoting, educating and representing
the interests of their members and professionals
across a wide range of subject areas within FM,
the built environment and the services sector, but
surely there are areas where collaboration and a
single voice would strengthen our position. The
failure of a major services provider in the shape
of Carillion and the damage that this has caused
to key public services has seen Government reach
out to our industry and the response they have
received has been fragmented and disjointed,
even though I suspect much of the messaging has
been consistent.
The emphasis now for all our institutions is
to respond in a positive manner and to develop
standards, guidance and practical solutions to
ensure that those purchasers and procurers
of facilities management services can have
confidence in what they are buying. The ability
to procure and deliver any service does rely
on a level of expertise from both parties and
where this may be lacking a standard form of
procurement guidance or standard contract
terms would greatly assist.
Trust plays a significant part in any
relationship, trust between contracting parties,
trust in business culture and trust that businesses
will act in a responsible manner has been greatly
damaged by the Carillion collapse. The findings
of the Parliamentary Committee suggesting that
the failure was due to ‘recklessness, hubris and
greed’ will do nothing to dispel the image that big
cat bosses are benefitting off the back of the low
paid and small medium enterprises that deliver

INCENTIVE FM
SUPPORTS
ARMED FORCES
CHARITY

I

ncentive FM is helping to
support children’s Armed
Forces charity, Scotty’s Little Soldiers with the sponsorship of its
new Fundraising Performance sportswear range.
Available from the Scotty’s Little Soldiers web shop, the new range
will feature a range of new items, perfect for the supporters, fundraisers
and team members of the charity.
Founded by war widow Nikki Scott in 2010, Scotty’s Little Soldiers
supports children across the UK who have lost a parent while serving in
the Armed Forces. The charity was set up in memory of Scott’s husband
and father to her two children, Corporal Lee Scott, after he was killed in
Afghanistan in 2009.
All profits made from the collection will be used to help the charity
continue to deliver its integral support to bereaved Forces children
when they need it the most.

Rory Murphy, Commercial Director, VINCI Facilities
the services on the ground.
The ultimate demise of Carillion may well
have not been founded on their FM delivery
but the social and economic impact of that
collapse has resonated right to the very centre
of Government. We have a choice for our FM
profession, we can stand back from the current
situation and suggest that this is merely a market
‘correction’, with others sure to follow or we
begin to be proactive in the market. Do we now
start those inconvenient conversations about
responsible business practices and corporate
culture? Do we confront some of the ethical
dilemmas that Carillion’s collapse has laid bare?
Do we collaborate to develop strong, relevant,
and deliverable standards, guidance and tools
that ensure our profession is properly managed
and regulated? I think we know the answer… We
just need to get the conversation started.

BARTLETT MITCHELL HELPS LITTLE
TROOPERS CLIMB TO £10,000 TARGET

I

ndependent catering business,
Bartlett Mitchell, has helped
to raise more than £10,000 for
children’s charity ‘Little Troopers’,
by climbing Mount Snowdon.
The Bartlett Mitchell team, made
up of 13 team members and 10
of their family members, joined
a group of 52 others in the 2018
Snowdon Challenge.
The aim of the 3,560 ft climb was to raise vital funds for the charity, which
supports all military children and counts Bartlett Mitchell Executive Chairman
Wendy Bartlett among its trustees.
Bartlett Mitchell also provides office space and resources to Little Troopers
founder Louise Fetigan, so that she can focus her attention on making a difference
to the children of parents serving in active military service.
The Bartlett Mitchell team smashed its £4,000 target by raising more than £5,400
(with gift aid), while the overall total reached £10,000.
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NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE AT PHS
David Taylor-Smith has been named as the new Chief Executive of phs Group.
The appointment forms part of the hygiene services provider’s three-year change
programme that has put phs customers at the heart of its business and modernised
operational delivery.
Taylor-smith joins phs from VPS Group, a private equity owned business which
provides protective services across seven countries in Europe, including the UK and Spain.
Prior to joining VPS, Taylor-Smith was on the main board of Aggreko Plc, the temporary power provider,
where he ran Europe, Middle East and Africa, a portfolio of 53 countries.
He has also held several senior management positions at G4S, culminating as Group COO and CEO for
UK and Africa. His portfolio at G4S spanned 35 countries and included route based businesses and a large
facilities management business.

RLB EXPANDS FM CONSULTANCY TEAM
Independent construction, property and management consultant, Rider
Levett Bucknall UK (RLB UK), has made two new senior appointments
further bolstering its facilities management consultancy offer.
Dr Rachel Dick, has been appointed as Associate Facilities Management
Consultant and joins RLB in London from the RICS where she was Senior
Consultant, Data Services.
Dick has previously worked for a number of FM organisations including Mace Macro, GB Partnerships, EC
Harris LLP and IBM Global Business Services. She has been a Fellow of the RICS since 2013.
Karl Redmond, also joins as Associate Facilities Management Consultant and will be based at RLB
in Manchester. Redmond is a specialist in smart asset management and was most recently with the
architectural and planning consultancy, Enable By Design. Redmond has been a Fellow of the Leeds
Sustainability Institute since 2013 and is a member of BIM4HEALTH.

NEW MD WITHIN
SODEXO’S CORPORATE
SERVICES TEAM
Global services
company, Sodexo,
has appointed
Nicola Morris
as Divisional
Managing Director
and Head of Food
within its corporate
services business.
Morris joined
the firm on 1
May and has
assumed responsibility for a number of Sodexo’s
large corporate accounts and the company’s
contract portfolio in London. She will also lead
in the delivery of the UK corporate services
food strategy and joins the executive team for
corporate services UK & Ireland.
Morris joins Sodexo from Compass where she
gained vast experience in operations, marketing,
business development, business excellence and
customer experience.

FACILITIES
CAREERS
FM in 2025: The people and skills needed to drive
FM in the future
Join us at the Facilities Show this June, where our
Managing Director, Coleen Cloherty, sits on a panel
with industry leaders to discuss the future of FM.
Build Recruitment - Stand T820
Visit us during the show to discuss your career
within Facilities Management, growing your
team, or advice on upcoming trends.
For more information, get in touch with us at
info@buildrec.com or 020 3176 4790.

www.buildrec.com
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CAREER LADDER

Name: Christopher Kehoe
Current role: Group Executive
Director, EMCOR UK
Born: Cheshire
Lives: Cheshire

FM is known to be a career that people fall into from
other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ chats to a
facilities professional about how they got into the
sector and takes a look at their career path.
This month we talk to Christopher Kehoe, Group
Executive Director, EMCOR UK

? What was you first job in the
FM sector?
Actually, how do you define FM? I’ve
been running services businesses since I
was 24. Initially that was oil engineering
services and then I moved across to
what people would traditionally think
of as an FM business. That was 20-years
ago.
? What made you choose FM as
a career?
To be honest, I didn’t choose it – I
wanted to be an RAF pilot! But having
found FM, I’ve stayed because I’m
passionate about EMCOR UK. We work
with exciting and challenging sectors
from military to nuclear and water
industries. I particularly enjoy the variety
that involves.
? How did you progress through
the profession to your current role?
I’d held a range of management posts
of varying scale and complexity during
my career before progressing into my
current leadership role. When I first
arrived at EMCOR UK 15 years ago I
was responsible for a large portfolio of
services. Our business has grown more
than tenfold since then, so it’s been a
significant growth journey.
? Do you have any qualifications or
training in FM and related areas such
as health and safety? And how have
you benefited from them?
I don’t have any specific FM
qualifications, I’ve undergone
various development programmes
via the Institute of Directors and
completed IOSH which deepened my
understanding. I’ve since completed
executive training in leadership and
strategy with Ashford University.
? What is your greatest
contribution to the FM sector, or
your current role?
Without doubt it has been my
collaboration journey. It all started with
a desire to build on one relationship

with one customer and through that I
discovered the Institute of Collaborative
Working (ICW). Today we have an
embedded collaboration culture at
EMCOR UK, and we’ve trained 300 of
our people in collaboration skills and
behaviours with Cranfield School of
Management. I’m also proud to have
been at the forefront of the pioneering
new ISO standard in the FM industry and
continue to support the development
of ICW as a non-executive director. For
me, it’s been all about making change
happen, rather than simply talking
about it.

? What would make the biggest
difference to the FM sector? And how
could that be achieved?

? What’s changed most since you
started in FM?

? What advice would you give
to young people coming into the
profession now?

I think there is a danger that FM is
becoming too commoditised. We need
to balance sustainable and profitable
long-term relationships and open up
new avenues for customers that go
beyond traditional thinking. At EMCOR
UK, a big part of our journey involves
improving the workplace experience,
which in turn improves staff retention
and productivity for our customers.
? What personal qualities do
you think are most needed for a
successful career in FM?
Top of the list is the ability to really
connect with others. These are the
people that go out of their way to make
our customers’ lives better by listening
and understanding, then doing. This
industry needs people with good
listening skills, empathy and the ability
to manage their own emotions as they
are more able to generate fulfilling
long-term relationships. We call this
emotional consciousness.
? If you could do one thing
differently in your career in FM, what
would it be?
I wish I’d done executive leadership
training earlier in my career. It
completely changed my attitude to work
and to business relationships.

The ability to recognise and build
genuine win; win relationships – which
is achieved through collaboration. In
addition to that, I also think workplace
environment has moved higher up
our customers’ agendas – and FM
needs to respond with exciting and
productive places to work. More and
more companies are interested in how
the built environment supports the
wellbeing of people occupying it and I
believe that is going to remain a priority.

I’d recommend spending time gaining
a deeper understanding of what is
possible. The sector offers so many
opportunities – particularly now, as
it embraces technology, innovation
and big data. And the exposure to
multiple customer sectors makes it
both attractive and interesting. I think
as sector we need to be proactive about
engaging with the next generation
too, which is why I set up and now
lead the Creating Balance initiative at
EMCOR UK. Our goal is to respond to
our diversity and inclusivity challenges
and do our part to resolve the gender
imbalance in FM. We should be working
hard to attract talented young people
into this industry, especially offering
opportunities to develop female
talent and promote roles that utilise
STEM subjects. FM is not simply about
security guards and engineers, we are
creating great places for people to work
and for that we need a broad variety
of skills. Vocational skills are hugely
important, especially at a time when
apprenticeship and degree routes into
the workplace are less prescriptive. Now
you can do either and succeed.
? What are your long-term goals for
the next seven to ten years?

I’m keen to continue to build my career
profile in this sector and to see FM – and
business in general – achieving better
levels of gender balance. I want to see
more female talent at the top of our
business, not only because it's the right
course of action for our business and
morally, but also because I have two
daughters which makes it personal.
Why not have a diverse business –
and maximise on the full range of
experiences, knowledge and skill sets?
? What do you predict could be the
main changes to the FM sector over
the next few years?
Two things spring to mind. Firstly,
the continued use of technology and
data to drive innovation, efficiency
and stakeholder experience. And
secondly, how we create workspaces
with all the features the next generation
workforce needs. I’m excited about
creating sustainable workspaces that
attract, retain and develop talent.
Soon there will be no such thing as a
‘traditional’ workplace as more and
more organisations adopt dynamic and
engaging work patterns.
? What are the greatest challenges
of working in FM?
Trying to strike the balance between
risk and reward and avoid a race to the
bottom is the biggest challenge of the
moment in my opinion. It’s still difficult,
but not impossible, to find customers
who recognise that price isn’t the only
way to unlock future value.
? What do you enjoy most about
working in FM?
The combination of exposure to such
a variety of sectors, and the chance
to work with fascinating clients doing
amazing things keeps me interested
and challenged. I also take pleasure in
leading a people-oriented organisation
that creates opportunities for individuals
to progress. Seeing colleagues develop
into more senior roles and then blossom
and flourish is hugely rewarding. 

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email sara.bean@kpmmedia.co.uk
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